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RALPH KRAMDEN enters the Pompano winners circle for the second win since his arrival. Pictured 1. to r.: Brad Cass, Wilbur Brown 
groom, David Ingraham - driver/trainer with Kelly and son Dustin, Bill Cass and Brent Cass.
The Cass family has been in the 
Standardbred business for over thir­
ty years. Back in the early 70’s they 
raced the New England 'Trotter of 
the Year" Rapid Duke. Others in the 
years to follow were First Officer, 
H.M. Gamecock, Invincible Jack, 
Flutie and Cupper Too. This is the 
first year that they have ventured 
South to "The W inter Capitol o f 
Harness Racing." Bill and Martha 
live in Athol. Mass, with their chil­
dren Brad, Brent, Lori and Gina, 
this is also the location of the family
business of manufacturing wooden 
toys.
The "other" business of harness 
racing is multi-operational. Located 
on the farm in Massachusetts is Jim 
Winters, long-time trainer, who ships 
stock to race at Yonkers and the 
M eadow lands, plus breaks and 
trains recently purchased Cam Fella 
and Sonsam yearling fillies. He will 
also be coming back with the colts 
Super Seahawk and Irresistible 
Charm.
Up in M aine Domenic Watson
races Kelly Q., keeping the "second 
string” in high hear at the fairs and 
Scarborough Downs, New England’s 
only remaining extended meet.
This fall. Dave Ingraham was the 
driver/trainer of choice to ship two 
horses South for Cass. Camachine, 
an $89,000 Meadowlands purchase, 
and Ralph Kramden, who has had 
two wins since arriving, have been 
jo in ed  by two from  the cla im ing 
ranks, Ferrous Wood and Handy A. 
This rounds out the stable, giving the 
family a number of opportunities to
see their horses race each week. 
When business demands, they fly 
home, always eager to return to the 
window table in the clubhouse "close 
to the fin ish  line" at Pom pano 
Harness.
Bill, who has been known to "cash 
a ticket or two," has perfected the 
elusive talent for having fun on a 
daily basis.
On that we could woo more people 
into the business on that basis!
BY JEAN EMERSON
IMPORTANT DATES AND UPCOMING EVENTS
Dec. 1 - American Harness Race Secretaries Meeting - Embassy Suites -
Deerfield Beach, FL
Dec. 2 - American Association of Equine Practitioners Meeting-
Lexington, KY
Dec. 7 - Equine Reproduction Seminar - Cornell University, Ithaca, NY 
Dec. 8 - Carroll's Sale, Felton, Delaware
Dec. 14 - Matron Stakes - Pompano Park - 2 year old Filly Pace (Fri), 2 
year old Open Pace (Sat)
Dec. 16 - Extended meet at Scarborough Downs closes 
Dec. 21 - Matron Stakes - Pompano Park - 3 year old Filly Pace (Fri), 3 
year old Open Pace (Sat)
Dec. 22 - Garden State closes
Dec. 25 - Merry Christmas to one and all!
Dec. 26 - The Meadowlands reopens for winter racing 
Jan. 1 - Happy New year to one and all!
Jan. 1 - Maine Stallion Registration due: $100
Jan. 1 - New England SullQr Championship Stallion Registration
due: $50
Jan. 3 - Scarborough Downs reopens for simulcasting only
Jan. 5 - Maine Standardbred Breeders Awards Banquet - Ramada Inn - 
Lewiston, ME
Jan. 12 - Downeast Harness Horse Association Meeting & Awards - 
Brewer, ME
Jan. 19 - U.S.TA7MJLHLA. Annual meeting - Civic Center, Augusta, ME 
Jan. 20 - Garden State Mixed Sale at the Meadowlands.
Jan. 22 - Agricultural Trade Show (3 days) Augusta, ME - Civic Center. 
Jan. 26 - Maine Agricultural Fain Assoc. Banquet-Holiday Inn, 
Portland, ME
Jan. 31 - Harness Horse international meeting (4 days) Marriott 
Cypress Creek, Fl. Lauderdale, FL
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To Subscribers & Advertisers
Northeast Harness News is a direct line of communication to New 
Englanders in the Standardbred business... Wherever they may 
locate; North, South, East or West. Although we are blessed with 
few race tracks; the owners, trainers, grooms and horses have 
survived and in many instances have had national impact on the 
industry.
This newspaper has a second class mailing permit which insures 
legitimacy in speedy delivery. At $1.00 per issue it remains afford­
able to all. Ad rates are the most reasonable in the business. There
Maine'Racing Dates
SIMULCASTS
Scarborough Downs (24)
Jan. 3-6, 10-13, 17-20, 24-27, 31.
Feb 1-3, 7-10.
LIVE MEETS
Scarborough Downs (210)
March 1-3, 7-10, 14-17, 21-24, 28-31. 
April 3-7, 10-15, 17-21, 24-28.
May 1-5, 8-12, 15-19, 22-27, 29-31. 
June 1-2, 4-9, 11-16, 18-23, 25-30. 
*-July 2-7, 9-14, 16-21, 23-28, 30-31. 
Aug. 1-4, 6-11, 13-18, 20-25, 27-31. 
Sept. 1-2, 4-8, 10-15, 17-21.
Oct. 9-14, 16-20, 23-27, 30-31.
Nov. 1-3, 6-10, 13-17, 20-24, 27-30. 
Dec. 1, 5-8, 12-15.
*-Scarborough may race two pro­
grams per day July 6-7 and July 13- 
14 with up to 10 races per program.
Bangor R acew ay and Fair (55) 
May 24-27, 29,31.
June 1-2, 5-9, 12-16, 19-23, 26-30. 
July 3-7, 10-14, 17-21; July 24-26 
(fair).
Oct. 11-13, 18-20, 25-27.
County Raceway, Presque Isle (8) 
June 14, 21, 28.
July 5, 12, 19, 27.
Aug. 2.
Northern Maine Fair, Presque Isle 
Aug. 3, 5-10.
Topsham Fair
Aug. 4-10.
Skowhegan Fair
July 27-31.
Aug. 1-3 (extended meet), Aug. 11-17 
(fair).
Union Fair
Aug. 18-24.
W indsor Fair
Aug. 25-31.
Sept. 1-2.
Farmington
Sept. 7-8, 14 (extended meet). 
Sept. 15-21 (fair).
Cumberland
Sept. 22-30 (two programs per day 
Sept. 25 and 28).
Fryeburg
Oct. 1-6.
L etters To The E ditor
is no charge for ad preparation and only a slight charge for ad 
photography when on the scene.
; Get your money's worth, subscribe, advertise and support the 
Northeast Harness News. We appreciate your business.
Jean Emerson Editor
Northeast Harness News Office Mailing Address:
456 Boom Rd., Saco, Me 04072 
May thru October: Tel. 207-282-9295 
November thru April: Tel. 305-971-4867
Change Of Address Form
Your Name: Date:
Old Address: 
C ity:_______ State: Zip:
New Address: 
City:_________ State: Zip:
Please check your mailing label for correct address and expiration of subscription. 
Please notify of a change immediately. Don't miss a single issue!
Return to: Jean Emerson, Editor, 456 Boom Rd., Saco, Maine 04072.
The Northeast Harness News is published in ten issues (Jan./Feb. - Mar. - Apr. - May - June - July - Aug. - Sept. - Oct. - Nov./Dec.) for $10.00 per year by Jean B. Emerson at R.R. 4, Alfred Rd., Biddeford, Me. 04005. Second class postage paid in Biddeford, Me. U.S.P.S. 747-590. Postmaster send address changes to: Northeast Harness News, 456 Boom Rd., Saco, Maine, 04072.
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Don’t Miss A Single Issue!
NORTHEAST HARNESS NEWS
Subscribe Today... $10.00 per year
For those interested in the Standardbred sport who enjoy updated information, this is your opportunity to tune in on all harness happenings in the Northeastern sector. Ten informative issues per year!Keep abreast of the racing community news for a reasonable fee. Renewals and initial subscriptions will be welcomed immediately.
Make Checks Payable To: Northeast Harness News
New.
NAME:.
.Renew---------Print Mailing Address CHECK NUMBER:.
CHECK DATE:
ADDRESS:.
.ZIP:
Return to: Jean Emerson, Editor^ 456 Boon) Rd., ^ c o , Maine 04072
Congratulations! 20 Years 
to the Winner’s Circle!
What's harness racing all about? 
Well. I'm going to tell you. A smile 
like none other, and eyes filled with 
tears, a man jumping up and down 
like he had ju st won the Mass 
Millions.
You see it had taken Jim & Cathy 
Baxter of Franklin, Mass, nearly 20 
years to get to the winner's circle at 
Scarborough Downs. After a hard 
road and a few terrible tragedies (a 
fire at Trotter Park in Maine had 
claimed a promising filly), Jim and 
Cathy got the biggest win of their 
careers when Bret RHU crossed the 
finish line in 1:59.4. I yelled from 
the stands, "Big win!" knowing how 
long it had taken. Jim replied, "No 
one will ever know but Cathy and l. 
it's the greatest win we've had." And 
they have had wins all over Maine, 
New Hampshire, Massachusetts -  
but never the Downs, until now! 
That's what harness racing is all 
about.
Congratulations, Jim & Cathy, 
you’ve waited a long time.
A Friend
Fond Racing Memories
Dear Jean:
Enclosed is a picture of the horse 
that started it all for us in the early 
1950’s.
My dad (H oward Foley) and I 
were vacationing in Bridgton and 
went to the races in Lewiston. I 
must have been about 8 or 9 (see 
photo, right hand corner - that's 
me!). My dad took us in the first 
barn on the right and we got talking 
to the "Hazens" - I don’t remember 
which ones, but they had a son or 
grandson that was my age at the 
time. We knew nothing about 
harness racing.
The Hazens explained everything 
and even let me walk Fly Volo. Well, 
he was our hero from then on. They 
showed us how if you tapped the side 
of his mouth he'd stick his tongue 
out and could be led like that (cant
be too many horses that do that!!). 
He used to race double heats (3 & 6 
races) and his arch-rival was Mr. 
McGee. He would be dead last on 
the back stretch and pass everybody 
to win. The stuff little girls dreams 
are made of.
We followed his career for years. 
We would even drive from Boston to 
Lewiston to see him race. He never 
disappointed us. I've never met the 
Hazens since and I'm sure Fly Volo 
is long gone, but as you can see I 
have some fond memories.
I really enjoy the paper - 
particularly the S.P.H.O. coverage. 
We have a lot o f people going for 
points this year. Got two new states 
competing. Also the Hall of Fame is 
considering an exhibit from our 
organization.
Keep in touch -
Jane Warrington
Editor'8 Note:
T h is  is  a n  excerp t f ro m  a  le t te r  
s e n t by J a n e  (F o le y )  W a r r in g to n .  
I t  s m y  guess th a t  a  g oo d ly  p o r tio n  
o f  th e  p a r i  m u t u e l  h a n d le  is  
d ependent on g rass  roots people w ho  
co n tin u e to fo llo w  the sport. J a n e  is 
p re s e n tly  a n a t io n a l d ire c to r  o f  the  
S t a n d a r d b r e d  P le a s u r e  H o r s e  
O rg a n iz a t io n  w o rk in g  c lose ly  w ith  
R o b yn  C u ffey in  M a in e .
B roodm are For Lease
NERO available for the 1991 season. Produced a
beautiful My Bill Forw ood filly this year. If interested 
v - v v .  call: .Jerry M cCall at 508-688-1381 , ,
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PERSUADABLE p. i:57 .if
Sire of: Philena, p4, 2:02h, Miss Bristol, p2, 2:04.4h, and Persuadable Too, p3, 2:00h.
Winner of: $255,000 with size, speed and beautiful conformation.
You owe it to yourself to give your mare a fair chance at probably the most under-rated Stallion in Maine.1991 service fee is $1,000.
Board rates at only $6.00 per day, w ith trucking available.
Richard H. Duncan 207-764-4100 r -n  Barn-office 207-764-8417
Dirk A. Duncan 207-429-9254 can today Fax# 207-429-8184
D & D STABLE
P.O. Box 381 • Mars Hill, Maine 04758
e x *
A ttention  H orsem en and B reeders! N ew s F lash !
There Is Life In The Standardbred Industry North Of Bangor!
D&D STABLE, located in Presque Isle, Maine, has everything needed by men and women in the 
Standardbred business, from large pastures with run-in shelters, watering cups, small paddocks 
for single turnouts, large, new modem barn with spacious stalls, each having an individual win­
dow. Last, but not least -
M SB O A  Sale
Scarborough Downs - October 20,1990
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Weanlings
PAMOLA (Springfest-Sasanoa) $375
Lindon Farm, Inc., Standish, ME
SONGO (TNT's Bambino-Miss White Flight) $1,150
Jane Wing, Lisbon Falls, ME
Yearlings
GAELIC GENERAL (Cavenish-Generality) $3,000
Cead Mile Failte Farm, Greene, ME
WENDYS WISH (Money Supply-Highlighter) $700
Pat McKeen, Rochester, NH
OLD DOC HEATH (Persuadable-Honest Linda) $1,000
Dual Pats Stable, Gorham, ME
BERT & I (Cavenish-Jinny Forward) $1,000
Roland Roux, O.O. Beach, ME
L.SL. SHARPY (Royal Reward-Keystone Hart) $900
Willy Makit Stable, Portland, ME
R. C. WHISPERSMONEY (Money Supply-Knight Whispers) $750
Dennis Luce, Waterville, ME
RAPID RAE (Best Jeffrey-Lavish Cavaletta) $700
M & B GoodeH, Winchester, NH
KENNEBEC WINDY (Trusty Dream-Lucindy) $850
Lisa Saindon, Topsham, ME
ROCKET ROGER (Brand New Fells-Lula Hanover) $2,600
James Hardy, Foxboro, MA
MY BILL WARREN (My Bill Forwood-Mainstream) $3,100
R & Y Prudenzano, Augusta, ME
MARZA’S BEST (Best Jeffrey-Marza) $575
Donald Frasier, Waldoboro, ME
GAELIC MODEL (Sheryl's Number-Meadow Shining) $600
Judy GoodeH, Winchester, NH
SOMERSET VALENTINE (Trusty Dream-Michiana Polka) $2,000
M & B GoodeH,Winchester, NH
ALLAGASH (Love Match-Miss White Flight) $950
Marilyn Carter, Mapleton, ME
ROYAL ROCK (Royal Reward-Nanette Lothario) $1,100
Walter Ward, Brunswick, ME
GAELIC NOTABLE (Sheryl's Number-Napoleon's Queen) $775
Rick Mason, Lunenburg, MA
PERCY DAY (Persuadable-Nero’s Sabina) $2,000
Bert Femald, Poland, ME
L S CINDYS GIRL (Royal Reward-Noble Cindy) ^850
Sky Line Inc., Cumberland ME
LINDON'S CHOICE (Money Supply-Oops A Daisy) $1,800
D A T. Inc., Scarborough, ME
LINDON'S PREPPY (LeCoursier-Petal Pusher) $2,500
Carl Marean, Standish, ME
L.S. ROYAL STAR (Royal Reward-Precious Velvet) $700
Femald Stock Farm, Agent, W. Poland, ME
COBBOSSEE (TNT's Bambino-Regal Carrie) $500
Joseph DiStefano, Lewiston, ME
HOCKOMOCK (Springfest-Sissy H.) $825
Lewis Gray, No. Monmouth, ME
GAELIC SUPER T (TNT's Bambino-Sugar Spur) $1,550
Kimberly Vance, W. Danville, VT
TRAVELING SAILOR (Best Jeffrey-Surf Side Miss) $325
Geoffrey Reynolds, Fairfield, ME
LAVISH LOLLIPOP (Witsend's Tribute-Sweet Lollipop) $750
Lavish Acres, Greene, ME
MY BILL SUGARBEAR (My Bill Forwood-Wedding Bells) $1,500
Harry Badger, Auburn, ME
GAELIC AMBER (Sheryl's Number-Armbro Whimsey) $1,700
Cead Mile Failte Farm, Greene, ME
BEA'S FINALE (The Andover Story-Bea Super) $400
George Barnard, Contoocook, NH
POWER WOAK (Sheryl's Number-Britzer Kate) $475
Emile Shaw
GAELIC DYNAMITE (TNT’s Bambino-Delcrest Barb) $1,950
Halson Parks, Presque Isle, ME
LINDON'S JOLT (Skipper Gene Marx-Fiddlefoot) $3,500
Lindon Farm, Inc., Standish, ME
GRADUATE RALPH (Ralph Hanover-Flower Corsage) $1 700
D.A.T. Inc., Scarborough, ME
TERESA'S DREAM (Trusty Dream-Flying Minnie K) $1,600
Gordon Gray Broodmares
AFTER ME PLEASE (Escort-Another Bid) $450
Stanley Whittemore, Cumberland, ME
BIRGITTA LOBELL (Oil Bumer-Britt Lobell) $1,750
Cead Mile Failte Farm, Greene, ME
B. J. BRETTINA (Flying Bret-Tango Tammie) $550
Pete Gilman, Readfield, ME
CHEEKY MISS (B.G.’s Bunny-Esteril) $750
Roger Watson, Sanford, ME
DELCREST BARB (Horton Hanover-Gi Gi Tara) $1,200
Dirk Duncan, Mars Hill, ME
HONEST LINDA (Honest Story-H.AI Linda) $450
Stanley Whittemore, Cumberland, ME
LULA HANOVER (Tar Heel-Lustrous Hanover) $550
Phil Price, Warwick, RI . /  v v , ‘ .Y '
PHONE HOME (Say Hello-Namalu) $525
Phil Price, Warwick, RI
PIE FIGHT (Slapstick-Daddy’s Sugar) $450
Phil Price, Warwick, RI
PRECIOUS VELVET (Cold Comfort-Melda Hanover) $550
Phil Price, Warwick, RI
RACE ME AGGIE (Bret's Boy-Tartastic) $525
Stanley Whittemore, Cumberland, ME
RACE ME TONIGHT (Bret's Boy-Contessa April) $375
Phil Price, Warwick, RI
RESIST (Defiant Yankee-Racie Blaze) $625
Bill Loubier, Harrison, ME
SPANKI KEIKA (Levity-Potrance) $675
R.J. Hinds, Cumberland, ME
QUIK'S BAMBINO (TNT's Banbino-Quikly) $1,500
Donald Gillis, Malden, MA
MIGHTY BILL (My Bill Forwood-Mighty Lisa Lee) $7,250
D.A.T. Inc., Scarborough, ME
BB'S MINNIE (Best Jeffrey-Minnie Ball) $600
R. Morowski, Scarborough, ME
TURN ON RED (Best Jeffrey-Casino Ore) $500
J. Morowski, Scarborough, ME
STRIKER (My Bill Forwood-Able Nedra) $2,000
Cead Mile Failte Farm, Greene, ME
MY BIG HERO (Persuadable-Dunstan Jes) $1,450
Preston Baillargeon
CATRIENA CROSSING (Best Jeffrey-Pattitron) $400
Jeanne Pascarelli, W. Buxton, ME
QUIKLY br m (Quickster-Precious) $600
Brian Kelley, Lewiston, ME
BILTMORE (Big Towner-Skylark Lobell) $775
Peter Van Allen, Hillsboro, NH
PATTIETRON b m (Nero-Bangazi Girl) $550
Art Van Wart, Monmouth, ME
KRISTY D J br m (Victory-Message-Ring of Smoke) $425
Stanley Whittemore, Cumberland, ME
SPRING SPRANG (Best Jeffrey-Pattietron) $425
Stanley Whittemore, Cumberland, ME
GREENIE D. FAYLENE b m (Keystone Ore-Hempstead Donna) $600
J. Auston & J. DeSalle, Rumford, ME
RACE ME MIRACLE (Springfest-Race Me Smartly) $675
Gordon DuBuis, Hinsdale, NH
RACE ME CHILDSPLAY (G.G. Skipper-Race Me Courtney) $3,800
John Nason, Freedom, NH
UNNAMED FILLY, Weanling (Persuadable-Dunstan Jes) $650
Jes You & Me Stable, Scarborough, ME
MAINSTREAM (Fulla Napoleon-Robins Princess) $1,150
Ellen Sawyer, Belfast, ME
FLOWER CORSAGE (Nansoemond-Flower Byrd) $1,250
Eaton Center, NH
Pine Tree Sale
Cumberland Raceway - November 19,1990
TATUM HANOVOVER ch g (Columbia George-Tarpeia Hanover) $575 
Bill Haynes, Waterford, ME
DO LITTLE EXPRESS b g (Sailing Race-Cold Feet) $1,900
Jeanne Pascarelli, Buxton, ME
SHE’S A RUNNER br m (Sir Butler PJ-Gussie Is Fussy) $525
Geo Chamberlin, Sanford, ME
TOOTSIE b m (Raven Hanover-Fannie Mae Byrd) $525
S. DiBiase, Falmouth, ME
INDIAN PRINCESS b f  (Conquered-Meadow Rue) $410
Stan Whittemore, Cumberland, ME
FOXIE PRINCESS br m (Armbro Wolf-Truella Time) $975
John Davies, St. John, N.B.
GIFTED WINGS b g (B.F. Skipper-Evell Hoosier) $575
Emile Shovf, Presque Isle, ME
THIEF OF THE HEART b m (Money Supply-Hello Leta) $460
A.R. Hall, Windsor, ME
PERCY DAY br c (Persuadable-Nero’s Sabina) $2,100
Donald Richards, Cumberland, ME
WILL TOM b g (Thunder Wave-Brenda Will) $370
Cl. Hemphill. Vassalboro, ME
MASTER MANIPULATOR b g (Sundance Skipper-Cockeyed Zule) $625
M. Deslandes, Island Falls, VT
AGOOD GIMBLE b m (Bruce Gimble-Agood Skipper) $1,550
Wally Watson, Saco, ME
NARINE STIDHAM b m (Set the Style-Patty Denise) $675
Suzette DiBiase
GB FIVO ONE BLUE b m (Tail Light-Tight Fitting Jeans) $1,700
J.C. Smith, Sanford, ME
D O DAR b g (Royce-Miniver Hanover) $ 1,500
Harry Coleman, Lewiston, ME
JOSEPH RIDGECREST b g (Hoyt Lobell-Keystone Ava) $1,550
J.C. Smith, Sanford, ME
THRILLER J b h (Majestic Lobell-Aroused) $490
C.H. Smith, Yarmouth, ME
FARBRO RICHARD b g (American Shadow-J.R.'s Shirley) $1,550
John Davies, St. John, NB
BIG BURNER b g (Oil Burner-Auntie Marne) $775
Ra Seigers, Presque Isle, ME
TUFTS BIG SECRET b m (Calvacade-Daisy's Never Tell) $490
Stan Whittemore, Cumberland, ME
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RACEALONG STABLE
A llen  R d., W ells, M aine
E xtends B est W ishes For AMERRY CHRISTMAS And A HAPPY NEW YEAR
WILLIAMSBURG ONE
p. 1:52am. $314,910
(Oil Burner-Auntie Mame-Bye Bye Byrd)
This classic stallion was a stakes winner at two, three and four. He had eight wins in 1:55 or 
better and a mark of 1:54.1 on a five-eighths track. He will be standing his second year at stud. 
Fee: $1,200
Also Standing: BE ST JE F F R E Y  p. l:57.4h. $188,738 (Best of All-Shadydale Frisky- 
Airliner). Fee: $800
"Setting Standards for Excellence."
"S tate o f the A rt" construction  on fifty  acres o f lush  cou n tryside, specializin g  
in  boarding, breeding, foalin g & layups. O ffering:
• A 32 stall bam  with smoke detectors and sprinklers • The best in vet service, on a 24-hour basis
• A carefully m onitored feeding system • Large run-in sheds with acres o f fenced paddocks
• Large foaling stalls and washroom • Heated underground waterers
• Experienced em ployees who provide quality care • A regulation half mile training track under construction.
Directions: Maine Turnpike-Exit 2. Turn right for three-tenths mile, the left on Rt. 9 west for four 
and a half miles to Johnson's Piano Shop -  take a left, pass Tilcon plant, go one mile to end of road, 
left again for 1.3 miles to Tatnic Rd. then left on Allen Rd. Stable on right.
Tel. 207-646-6236  
(H om e-E venings)
Tel. 207-676-9024 Rick & Joy M oody & Family, Onwers
(Farm  7 A M  -  5 PM )
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Add To Your Horse’s Value 
And Future Earnings Potential...
WIRE-TO-WIRE"The Computerized Stake Service That Does It All."
Martin Shahbazian 
P.O. Box 6227 
Bridgewater, NJ 08807 
Tel. (908) 685-0356 
Fax (908) 685-2772
Jackie Brown 
2208 Cypress Bend Dr. South 
Building 3, Apt. 106 
Pompano Beach, FL 33069 
Tel. (305) 979-8129
mam
Jackie Brown and Martin Shahbazian
Staking Service On The Scene
With the advent of track closings, 
a tight econom y and trainers 
becom ing increasingly m obile, 
Staking Services are coming to the 
fore. Owners are looking for the 
edge, and with iust cause. In view of 
the expense of buying or breeding 
colts, one would naturally want 
every opportunity to race for the best 
purses available.
In New England, Jackie Brown of 
Jericho, VT. has recently joined the 
s ta ff o f Wire To Wire Staking 
Service. Brown, who recently sold 
V illage Stable after 22 years o f 
operation, is sp litting her time 
between New England and Pompano 
Beach, Florida. This southern area, 
prolific in its number of colts in 
training, is fast becoming a seasonal 
retreat for more and more New 
England harness horse owners and 
trainers. In view of this, Wire To 
Wire made an appropriate selection 
in recently adding Brown to their 
staff.
In case you haven't heard, Wire To 
Wire Staking is one of the new kids 
on the block. Established recently 
by the youthful Martin Shahbazian 
o f Bridgewater, NJ, this unique 
computerized service is attempting 
to interest a broader base o f 
potential subscribers. Staking is not 
a procedure reserved only for the
BY JEAN EMERSON
"super rich ." A study o f the 
available stakes schedule indicates 
that there are many opportunities to 
add to your horse's value and future 
earnings potential.
Shahbazian, a graduate o f St. 
Peter's College with a m ajor in 
accounting, worked four years for 
Peat, Marwick & Mitchell and in 
1987 joined A.N.Z., an Australian 
banking conglom erate. With an 
interest in race horses, stemming 
back to high school when he breezed 
thoroughbreds at the newly opened 
Meadowlands, M artin and a few 
friends established the Two Ten 
Stable in 1988 with Lennie Meehan 
as their trainer. As in most 
situations the group "got their feet 
wet" and encountered a number of 
learning experiences, an axiom for 
novice horse owners. With a bent for 
business, Shahbazian was quick to 
capitalize on the staking aspect -  it 
tied in directly with his desires and 
capabilities. Plus, with a fervent 
belief that many people are missing 
the boat on racing opportunities, he 
does deliver a thought-provoking 
message.
Perhaps as advertised they can... 
"Make the Difference." It's worth 
investigating!
Call Martin at 908-685-0356 or 
Jackie at 305-979-8129.
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Ralph Fenno, S r .... A  Tribute
BY TOM SHEHAN
Ralph Fenno, Sr., who passed on 
recently after a long illness, was one 
of those quiet men among us who, 
after they depart this world, surprise 
most of the rest of us by the impact 
that they have had on those who 
have been left behind.
For example, even those who 
turned out for his final service at the 
Gorham, Maine Funeral Home at a 
time not necessarily convenient for 
busy people to attend, were 
surprised how many of their own, 
and his own people were in 
attendance to pay tribute to 
him.
However, they were rewarded by 
w itnessing a service which was 
beautifully and simplistically done 
by his friend sand protege, Ernest 
Lowell, who was selected by the 
Fenno family for his role because 
they not only knew him to be a 
friend, but also to be that rarity of 
the day, a man of faith. He 
responded by creating a broad and 
encompassing religious aura from a 
mix of that spirit of friendship. The 
sense o f loss present there that 
afternoon would not have been 
possible for a clergyman to duplicate, 
who was not as well acquainted with 
the deceased, whatever his 
credentials.
Ernest brought his bible with him, 
of course, and read the 22nd Psalm, 
that fam iliar prayer which has 
opened so many similar services for 
the departed. Probably because it 
combines at one and the same time a 
tribute to those who have left us and 
balm  and solace for those left 
behind. He concluded by reading 
one of the other Psalms. In between 
he offered a hom ily o f little  
anecdotes which provided glimpses 
of Fenno in the setting of his love of 
horses and racing, while at the same 
time subtly revealing those facets of 
his character which inspired his 
friends and developed and 
strengthened the bonds of affection 
between them over the years.
Two examples are offered. Ernest 
told how as a young farm boy 
neighbor that he had begun hanging 
around Ralph Senior's barn. And 
how Ralph had encouraged him to 
become a Horseshoer and then let 
him shoe the horses of the Fenno 
Stable to start off his career, which 
was Ralph's means of revealing to 
his fellow horsemen the confidence 
that he had in Ernest, despite the 
fact that he was then a novice rather 
than a proven professional.
Lowell also told of how a friend of 
Ralph's came by the barn one day 
and questioned Ralph persistently as 
to how he could break his trotter of 
certain habits which were 
preventing him from winning. And 
o f how when Ralph ran out of 
suggestions that he told the trotter's 
owner, "Well, there is just one thing 
more that you could do!"
"W hat is that?" asked Fenno's 
persistent friend.
"Provide him with a new Zip 
Code!" was the reply.
A native o f M achias, and a 
graduate of the high school there in 
1940, Fenno served in the United 
States Marine Corps at places like 
the Solomon Islands, Iwo Jima, and 
Guam before returning home after 
World War II and taking a degree in
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radio communication at Emerson 
College in Boston. Ralph had an 
excellent speaking voice and was 
well on his way as a sports 
announcer at WKXL in Concord,
N.H. when Laurence Osgood, long 
time director o f racing at the 
Rochester, N.H. Fair, asked him to 
pinch hit as a race caller. From that 
time on Fenno was hooked on 
harness racing and continued to do 
racing assignments on the side while 
he was part of a broadcasting team 
at WPOR in Portland, Maine, 
consisting of himself as the play-by- 
play man with Don McWilliams as 
the color man. In fact, Don 
McWilliams was among those paying 
homage to him at Gorham.
Eventually, Fenno bought a horse 
by the name of Bernice Volo for his 
wife, Helen, who survives him, and 
they raced her around the fairs for a 
couple of years, adding one or two 
others from time to time. By 1955 
Ralph was ready to leave sports 
broadcasting and devote himself full 
time to training and racing horses 
and he did that until he was struck 
down by a serious heart attack in 
1976 while at Spring Garden Ranch 
in Florida getting his string ready 
for the New England campaign.
Upon his recovery, the late 
Leonard Pooler, then GM of 
Lewiston Raceway, induced him to 
become a racing judge. Before he 
finished, he had worked all of the 
Maine tracks.
When those assignments dried up 
for one reason or another, it posed no 
problem for Fenno. He cheerfully 
returned to training and driving 
horses again in between his 
assignments as a Toll Gate employee 
on tne Maine Turnpike. His son, 
Ralph Jr., more familiarly known as 
"Hank," recalled that his dad was 
never as proud of any one win as a 
driver than he was of his win the
first time out with Royal Dividend 
after his seven year sabbatical from 
driving as a racing official.
Another achievement that Ralph 
Sr. took great pride was in 
combining with his son Tim to train 
and develop Governor's Skipper and 
then sending him to Bunky Norris in 
New York, where he raced 
successfully on that circuit. "The 
Governor" had been obtained from 
the Ivanhoe Stable in Chicago by one 
of Ralph's clients by the name of 
Howard Sanborn, who had an 
interest in that establishment.
M ention o f Sanborn recalls 
Fenno’s ability to get along with 
people, as Howard Sanborn, who 
was rather dour, gruff, and 
accustomed to having his own way, 
could be difficult at times, as some of 
his former associates could testify. 
But he was never a problem with 
Ralph. Nor was Fenno's ability to 
get along with people confined to 
that trucking mogul. It had long 
been manifest in nis careers as a 
sports announcer, as a racing judge, 
as a trainer, and as a man among 
men.
As often is the case, the heritage 
that Ralph Fenno, Sr. has passed 
along to harness racing, includes the 
affection for the sport that has been 
instilled in his children while they 
were growing into the mature men 
and women that they are today.
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"In 1991: Doing what we do best. . .  BREEDING WINNERS!!"
Springfest
In the Maine Sire Stakes . . .
With his 2nd crop, leading money winning sire o f 2 
year old trotters —  again!
Sire o f  highest point and money winner in 2 year old 
trot —  G. M .’ s Kalin.
CONGRATULATIONS
Uncle Wayne - 2 year old trot final winner 
and his owner, Dr. Douglas Hutchins.
Barney Blue Chip
"When the chips are down, you go with the best!"
A proven pedigree
- By the outstanding Most Happy Fella.
- Out o f  Betty Hanover - the fastest mare o f  1970.
A proven racehorse
- At 2, a Woodrow Wilson finalist.
A proven Sire
- From 1st crop o f  9, 5 starters, 3 Maine StakeFinalists.
- Sire o f Barney’s Shadow - the highest point and money 
winner in filly division o f Maine Stakes.
*  D U P U I13 A TF A R MContact: Lynn-Marie Smith, Farm Manager 
196 Buxton Road, Saco, Maine 
(207) 284-4726
We are conveniently located 
two miles north of Exit 5, Maine Turnpike
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Dead Heat in Maine 
Championship Race
BY K.C. JOHNSON
One o f the m eeting ’s most 
thrilling miles produced a dead heat 
in the D ow ns’ final major 
Invitational event of the Year, the 
$25,000 Maine State Championship 
Pace, held on October 14. Tahoe 
Lobell and Sinamon Skip crossed 
under the wire sim ultaneously, 
producing a dead heat and thus 
sharing 75 per cent of the purse.
The race figured to be a contest 
between Tahoe Lobell, winner of the 
1989 Maine State Championship 
Pace and a three-tim e su b -l:58  
w inner in 1990, Bret’s Caliber, 
runner-up in last Year’s event and 
holder o f the meet’s fastest Open 
victory (1:56.4), and perhaps License 
To Fly, winner of in excess of $24,000 
in 1990 and a multiple Open winner 
out of the Sumner Stable. Sinamon 
Skip entered the race riding a three- 
race w inning streak against 
conditional pacers at Yonkers, but 
nonetheless had to overcome the fact 
that he had failed to defeat Open 
Group One pacers once in 1990. 
Roland Mallar and Mr. Dow Jones, 
disappointments in the race’s 1989 
edition, also attracted some fan 
attention due to a favorable post 
position draw (three). Cove Road 
Ike, the spring’s top pacer, left from 
the one hole, with last-m inute 
entries Kelly Que and Munch N 
Music completing the field.
Dave Ingraham accelerated Bret’s 
Caliber out from the gate, and he 
had Cove Road Ike surpassed before 
the field reached the first turn, while 
Mr. Dow Jones tucked in behind 
him. Tahoe Lobell, who drew poorly, 
left a bit tentatively from the seven 
hole, but Hardy took advantage of 
the situation, and when no one else 
showed much gate speed, pushed his 
horse in a bid for the lead. After 
spending the initial quarter on the 
wide in 28.3 (over a track which had 
been muddy the previous day), 
Tahoe Lobell angled in front of Bret’s 
Caliber to seize command. Leigh
Fitch, meanwhile, originally had 
taken back with Sinamon Skip, but 
then decided to follow Tahoe Lobell 
and hope for a shot at the rail. 
Fitch’s hopes were quickly dashed, 
however, and by the quarter pole it 
was clear that Sinamon Skip was 
consigned to a difficult journey.
Hardy rated the second quarter 
some (58.1 to the half), with 
Sinamon Skip by now hovering a 
half-length away and Bret’s Caliber 
tucked in behind them third. 
Pressure from the trailers was 
minimal throughout the mile, and by 
the time the field  reached the 
clubhouse turn for the final time, the 
contenders had boiled down to these 
three. As the field  entered the 
backstretch, Tahoe Lobell suddenly 
accelerated, and Bret’s Caliber 
began to drop back (three lengths 
behind at three-quarters), and 
Sinamon Skip also appeared in 
trouble. Fitch was able to reach 
back for a second wind, however, and 
Sinamon Skip began to tighten up 
again around the final turn, pulling 
almost even at the top of the stretch 
before losing a bit of ground as the 
field cut the final corner. Sinamon 
Skip showed remarkable stamina, 
however, coming back again in the 
stretch to tie Tahoe Lobell with a 
final surge under the wire. After 
two prints, the race was made a 
dead heat; the fastest dead heat ever 
at the Downs bY a margin of over 
one second. Bret’s Caliber held third 
and Mr. Dow Jones fourth ; the 
balance of the field included Cove 
Road Ike, Kelly Que, License to Fly, 
and Munch N Music. The victory 
pushed Sinamon Skip’s seasonal 
earnings to over $30,000, while 
Tahoe Lobell became the first horse 
in Downs history to win four times 
in a single meeting in under 1:58. 
Sinamon Skip has headed to Florida 
in the w inter; Tahoe Lobell is 
expected to race at the Meadowlands 
come January.
CAMDEN HILLS KASH Kelly Case
SULMOLA Gordon Corey
LONG HILL FRANK Paul Battis
Maine Breeders Stakes 
Three Year Old Finals
BY JEAN CHILDS
The $25,000 Maine Championship Pace at Scarborough Downs 
ended in a dead heat as Tahoe Lobell and Sinnamon Skip finish 
the mile in tandem, driven by Jim Hardy and Leigh Fitch. 
Congratulations are also extended to Fitch for 4,500 wins.
The M aine Standardbred 
Breeders Stakes for three year olds 
ran pretty much as expected on 
Saturday, O ctober 13, 1990, at 
Scarborough Downs. Under leaden 
skies whicn opened up from time to 
time, the top point earners in each of 
the three classes showed that they 
had it in the slop. A week of fog, 
drizzle and rain presented a real 
challenge to trackm an and he 
responded like a champ.
$19,000 was on the line in each 
event and by the end of the 
afternoon, Camden Hills Kash 
showed why he was able to earn 
more than $28,000 this summer. 
Given up on by his owner last 
September, having raced only twice 
and earning a couple hundred 
dollars, Kash went through the 
maine breeders sale where he was 
icked up for $1,900 by Gerry 
mith's group. Kash came home in 
2:02.2 followed by My Bill Ollie and 
Straw Man, in the colts & geldings 
class.
.v  Svknqna scored, a bit of an upset
/  '  ' « *  > * # »,»
ju st catch ing favorite W insong 
Sapphire at the wire in the three 
year old filly pace in a good time of 
2:02.3. Trusty Lass finished third 
when Tinkle Belle broke stride and 
equipment. Owned by Roosevelt 
Susi, perennial top stakes owner, 
Sulmona raised her 1990 earnings to 
$20,000. Sapphire had won 8 times 
in the legs and finished twice on 
three occasions; Sulmona had scored 
4 wins and 4 thirds.
Paul Battis drove Long Hill Frank 
home first in the trot in 2:10.4 ahead 
of Wit’s Big Guy and Miss Mandi 
Hayes. All three top finishers are by 
Witsend's Tribute, making him the 
predom inant trotting sire this 
season. Frank now has over $22,000 
on his card in 1990.
This concludes the 1990 MSBS 
program.
Total Total Money 
Entered Earners
Trotters 21 17
Filly pacers 30 26
Colt & Gelding 31 24
pacers., ,v  . A  %
I ' " — " ' »jM| ; % ' *'«, •«»
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LONG HILL FRANK Paul Battis
n 3 1 *
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TRUSTY GRAFFAM Gary Hall
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New England Sulky 
Championships At The Downs
Scarborough Downs hosted 
the finals of the New England Sulky 
Championships on a rainy and cold 
Saturday afternoon, October 27. In 
the battle between the finest from 
Maine and from the rest o f New 
England, Maine fared quite well, 
as Maine-bred three-year-olds swept 
to v ictory  in each o f the three 
events.
The three-year-old trotting event 
attracted a scant six entries, one of 
whom (Young Count, the pre-race 
favorite), did not arrive at the Downs 
and had to be scratched. The race 
thus figured to be a battle between 
two Maine-breds, Long Hill Frank 
(W itsend’s T ribute— Shadydale 
A erian), and Terisse Ann 
(Springfest-Am anda T.). Arnold 
Miles and Terisse Ann hustled to the 
lead, but Paul Battis and Long Hill 
Frank quickly reached the top past 
the filly, and the opening quarter 
was tim ed in 31.3. This order 
remained unchanged throughout the 
mile, as Long Hill Frank steadily 
increased his margin to win by four 
lengths in 2:07 flat. Terisse Ann 
held second in the $7900 event, 
while G.M.’s Spring rallied for third. 
The balance of the field included 
Race Me Miracle and OsoSharlu.
The three-year-old filly contest 
was considerably more interesting, 
as W insong Sapphire (SheryTs 
Number—Tourterelle) attempted to 
avenge her defeat in the M aine 
Breeders’ Stakes finals, the horse 
who defeated her there (Sulmona) 
was scratched sick out of the event, 
but Gaelic Nicci, Trusty Lass, and 
M oneydear Buck all figured to 
contend, though Winsong Sapphire, 
departing from  the rail and 
unquestionably the top filly in New 
England this year, was sent to post 
as a strong favorite.
As expected, Bob Sumner urged 
Winsong Sapphire away from the 
gate, and she had little difficulty 
establish ing her command. 
Surprisingly, however, Jim Davis 
and Gaelic Nicci also left hard, and, 
unable to find a spot at the rail early 
on, elected to travel the outside trip, 
denying Winsong Sapphire any rest: 
the opening quarter went in 29.2, 
the half-mile in 59.4. Gaelic Nicci 
began to fade around the clubhouse 
turn for the final time, and from the 
back o f the pack, Kevin Switzer 
swung Trusty Lass off from the rail 
from eighth place. She remained
several lengths o ff the lead of 
Winsong Sapphire, however, who 
passed three-quarters in 1:31.1 with 
a comfortable cushion. Sumner then 
gambled, urging Winsong Sapphire 
on, hoping to steal away from the 
field. Though she was able to open 
up a sizable margin on a fast-closing 
Trusty Lass, the cushion was not 
enough, as Switzer made a perfectly 
measured move to just get up under 
the wire, closing two lengths in the 
final strides. The 2:02.1 mile was a 
lifetim e best for Trusty Lass. 
Winsong Sapphire held second, while 
B.J.’s Laney rallied for third place. 
The remainder of the field included 
Moneydear Buck, Young Mink, Go 
Miss Best, Tinkle Belle, and Gaelic 
Nicci.
The three-year-old  colts and 
geldings event was thrown into 
confusion when m orning line 
favorite Xpress Twenty Four 
bypassed the event for a start at 
Yonkers. This left Kevin Switzer 
and Straw Man (Trusty Dream—pull 
Box) as the favorite, though Young 
Satellite and Roland Sears also took 
some action. It was a longshot, 
Trusty Graffam  (Trusty 
Dream—Honest Linda), who took to 
the early lead for driver Gary Hall. 
(Trusty Graffam had recently been 
purchased at the Maine Breeders’ 
sale.) Trusty Graffam led past the 
quarter pole in 30 seconds flat, and 
maintained a solid advantage to the 
half-mile in an even minute. Straw 
Man by now had begun his move 
from  the back o f the pack, but 
suddenly veered wide as Young 
Satellite moved o ff the rail; the 
exchange essentially finished Straw 
M an’s chances. Jim Hardy also 
pulled second-place horse Superb Pic 
out to challenge the frontrunner, and 
that duo stole clear as Young 
Satellite lacked any pace. Three- 
quarters was on the board in 1:31 
seconds, and the battle between 
Trusty Graffam  and Superb Pic 
continued unabated around the final 
turn, with a charging Race Me David 
inching up to join the top two in mid- 
stretch . Trusty Graffam  held 
bravely, however, prevailing by a 
hard-earned length over Superb Pic 
and Race Me David. The balance of 
the field included Young Satellite, 
Speedy Copy, Straw Man, and Lil 
Fire. The mile was timed in 2:03.1; 
all three events were contested for 
purses of $7900. BY K.C. JOHNSON
TRUSTY LASS Kevin Switzer
It pays to advertise in
NORTHEAST HARNESS NEWS
* * * * * * * * ¥ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
For Sale
Maine Stakes Eligible Yearling Colt 
By: BARNEY BLUE CHIP 
Out Of: GEMINI’S TOUCH
The dam  w as a Stakes-W inner at Two and  
Three ... Including the Three Year Old Final.
The colt is a solid  15.2 hands w ith excellent 
conform ation and very w ell m uscled.
Com e and see him , you w ill be im pressed!
Call: 207-457-1610 seven days a week, 
betw een 8:00 AM  & 9:00 AM .
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-Maine Mares-Bred List 1990
Maine Harness Racing Commission
ARMBRO BLAZE: 10 
Fiddlefoot 
Petal Pusher 
AD's Belinda 
Bonwit 
Invite Me In 
Pomella 
Rifka Lee 
Suffolk Lark 
Bold Merry 
Jennifer Song 
AWESOME ALMAHURST: 
Most Happy Jill 
BAMF: 1
Jenny Collins 
BARNEY BLUE CHIP: 8 
Ready About 
Madonna Blue Chip 
Gemini's Tbuch 
Cool Reflection 
Monogram 
Lori’s Jack Pot 
Trust Thomasina 
Ebony Steel 
BEST JEFFREY: 5 
Becky Lee Lobell 
Riv Lea Shady Lady 
Gaelic Waltz 
Eden's Deb 
Sunny Family 
BRAWLEY ROAD: 3 
Chocolate Dream 
Chinbro Green Fire 
Beth's Richelieu 
BRET’S CHAMP: 14 
Shannon Fashion 
Rosarita Beach 
Pearlstick 
Delightful Ann 
Lavish laurie 
Michiana Polka 
Artie's Silk 
Becca Messanger 
Devilish Senorita 
Cammy Jo 
Soozi Do 
Season's Fashion 
Long Hill Dear 
Kim Now
CAMMISAM MARISTA: 1 
Heidi-0
CAVALCADE: 0* 
ERIK'S EXPRESS: 3 
Brand New Fortune 
Jay Bini 
Olympic Maid 
FLYFISH: 3 
Aunt Ginny 
April Col den 
Mud Pie
FREE FROM WOE: 3 
Cape Pine Luprince 
Cynte Dream 
B.J. Counsel 
G.G. SKIPPER: 3 
Race Me Aggie 
Race Me Courtney 
Race Me B.J. 
GIACOMO: 2
Mar Con Kismet 
Cool Arrangement 
GROVETON: 6 
New England 
Speedy Splendor 
Kathy’s Kash 
Glory's Pendent 
Keystone Slicker 
Rummy Jane 
HIS SON: 1
Beebee Blue Chip 
HOT BLOODED: 3 
Brighter Moment 
Justa Starlet
Surprise Juan 
HOYT LOBELL: 3
Carrie of Raymond 
Star Assay 
Tina Marie Hanover 
JELLY APPLE: 5 
Westridge Yuk 
Icy Delight 
Isolite
Hannah's Glory 
Natural Motion 
1 K.C. THREE: 15
G. C. Matriarch 
Rain Crystal 
Instant Game 
Just Aplain Ordeal 
Holly Pu
Pamie Tricket 
Best of Charm 
Marie Antonnette 
Lullathorpe 
Jemenini 
Star Girl 
Molly Collins 
Lemoolynn 
Daisy Wheel 
Little Dottie Mac 
KELVIN LOBELL: 4 
Barbie C.
Evanescent 
Sarah T. Knight 
Devotee
MALADYSATOM: 8 
My Fair Princess 
Blonde Baroness 
Passing Charmer 
Falon's Dream 
Stacey Halloran 
Ian's Holly 
Take the Grate 
Phoebe Belle 
MARK FORRESTER: 1 
Mighty Individual 
MAROON AND GRAY: 0* 
MEADOW RO MAR: 10 
J.D.'s Kitty 
Senorita BoBo 
Happy Blossom 
Bonnie Will 
Anagram H 
Sterling Empress 
Sophie's Choice 
Miche Babe
H. H. Lynne 
Lisa Barmin
MELVINIZE: 1
From The Heart 
MONEY SUPPLY: 10 
Direct Vibes 
Opps A Daisy 
Waybrook Allegro 
Jefs Frosty 
P.J. Treasure 
Inspected 
Mar Con Lynn 
Charge The Bank 
Cathy's Angle 
Capt. Nancy Sue 
MOUNTAIN SKIPPER: 0* 
MY BILL FORWOOD: 30 
Achilles Girl 
Brigitta Lobell 
Chamics Shadow 
Classy Schatzie 
Clip By Night 
Courtland Doris 
Domestic AIde 
Fallon
Flower Corsage 
French Queen 
French Tootsie 
Gourmet Girl 
H.K. Jolly
Lynn Again 
Mainstream 
Meadow Shinning 
Meanna 
Mountain Diane 
Music
Napoleon's Queen 
Nero Rivage 
New Regal Lady 
No Bette 
Pie Fight 
Silver Slipper 
Sonnet Maria 
Speedy Jill 
Sun and Kisses 
Tulip Poplar 
Wedding Bells 
OLD FRAZIER: 1
White Night Song 
ONE MO’ HILLBILLY: 6 
Shawsheen Lady 
Harry's Sandy 
Full Time Dream 
Scratch N Sniff 
Lottie Jane 
Hot Bread 
P. F. KASS: 8
Marathon Marge 
Action Chandler 
Invisible Threat 
Golden hitte 
Naughty Nellie 
Gaelic Brogue 
Bonzai Mnoti 
First Peach 
PERSUADABLE: 3 
Bouquet of Roses 
Mountain Heather 
Loris Escort 
ROYAL REWARD: 6 
Precious Velvet 
Carlisle Kate 
Armbro Brazen 
Artesian Girl 
Keystone Heart 
Noble Cindy 
ROBETROSS: 3 
Eastern Flashy 
Swift Willow 
Rena Beth
RUCK A CHUCKY: 12 
Elizabeth Mary 
J.M. Tat 
Pretzel Belle 
Say Louise 
Nevele Gwen 
Friendly Sea
L. M. Dutchess 
Miss Barbara Hayes 
Miss Melanie Hayes 
Star Kosmos 
Berder Angel 
Shaneileen
SCRANTONIAN: 1 
Red Oaks Field 
SHEKAR SKIPPER: 0* 
SHERYL’S NUMBER: 6 
Armbro Whimsey 
Darby’s Victory 
Elite Lady 
Ingas Best 
Ironworkers Rennie 
Riv Lea Gemini 
SILENT SKIPPER: 2 
Luck's Lazy Lady 
Texas Kathy 
SKIP BY NIGHT: 39
M. K 's Dream 
Crane Hill Italia 
Best Kash 
Golden Theresa 
Peggy P
Minoka Hanover
LeRoyce
Quicker Than Most 
Rejoice
Fine Tooth Comb 
Annie Called 
Pine River Fever 
Fulla Lassie 
Arden a Sterling 
Pull Box 
Eye Witness 
Cape Pine Bettor 
Cheeky Miss 
Flying Minnie K 
Entlee Tara 
Placid's Gal 
Surf Side Miss 
J.D.'s Fancy 
Keystone Farmette 
Bretona 
Whata Filly 
Lucky's Fasion 
Lavish Cavaletta 
Lavish Image 
Sally Hemings 
C'est Shabou 
Flyin' In Fashion 
Spike's Cathy 
Kreizer's Skater 
Tango Miss 
Lovely Iru 
Gemma's Girl 
Breezy N Cool 
Finian's Fashion 
SKIPPER GENE MARX: 5 
Champagne Bunny 
Juicy Gossip 
Pitter Patter 
Our Dilly 
Quick Star 
SKIPPER KNOX: 4 
Chainbro My Sue 
Hurricane Anita 
Rum's Mae 
Fran AImahurst 
SLUGGER ALMAHURST: 3 
Mountain Cindi 
Eleanor Bonzai 
Two Words 
SPRINGFEST: 14
Determined Squirt 
Melsong Rainbow 
Maudene N 
Double T. Collins 
Glinka Marvel 
Joanie C.
Princess of Pride 
Bradley Pond Julie 
Race Me Smartly 
B.B.'s High Note 
B.B. Sparkle 
Keystone Seine 
Take 'em By Storm 
STARTROSS: 3 
Shadylane 
Ms Suffolk 
Chandelier
STODDARD HANOVER: 11 
J.R. Joan 
Scarlet Fancy 
Willow Springs 
Time O Nero 
Nero's Jade 
Bonnie's Precious 
B.B. Dollie 
Castle Corceress 
Ginger D 
Aspen Taffy 
Human Desire 
SURE SHOW: 4 
West Point Sue 
Hockanum Marge 
Megadream 
Mighty Pauline
T.B.J.: 0*
THE FIREBALL: 6 
Hurricane Peach 
Keystone Bunny 
Chinbro Knox Bren 
Keno Babino 
Bradley Pond Kate 
Chinbro Brenda 
THREE KINGS: 0*
TNT’S BAMBINO: 10 
A Student 
Carrie Almahurst 
Close To Me 
Delcrest Barb 
Gentlewomen 
Quickly 
Regal Carrie 
Resist
Sandy’s Wish 
She's My Freight 
WAVE ON BYE: 0* 
WILLIAMSBURG ONE: 14 
Shining Hare 
AIlison 
Storm Again 
El Tee Gee 
Sinamon Brew 
Sinamon Breeze 
Star Like 
Poker Party 
Card Party 
Patina's Star 
Go Go Tracy 
Best of Wise 
Lady Deatria 
Fly Fly Lucretta 
WILLOW SKIPPER: 7 
Ata Lady 
Inkus
Chocolate Lil 
Sail Over 
Amethyst Lobell 
Good Luck Piece 
Brighton Maid 
WITSEND’S TRIBUTE: 6 
Bellany River Deb 
Penuche 
Sweet Lollipop 
Pride 0  Mint 
Spin A Dream 
Snow Maiden 
NO B R E E D IN G  R E P O R T  
AS OF 10/30/90:
ARMBRO DEREK 
BIO PLAYBOY 
BOSTON’S PRIDE 
CAVENISH 
CEMENT MIXER 
CLASSY MODEL 
CONSTRICTOR 
DONNYBROOK STAR 
DOVERS JIFFY JEFF 
DYNAMIC BEAT
F.W. SNOWMAN 
FAST PETE
HEROBE STREAKER ' 
HERVE HANOVER 
JUTLAND 
KAWATHA-T-BAR 
LADDIE ANGUS 
LARRY H. HERITAGE 
LE COURSIER 
LIMERICK THUNDER 
MAESTRO HANOVER 
MILES END STEVE 
MOUNTAIN K.O. 
SAMPLE BEAT 
STONEGATE CONSORT 
TAM 0  CHAMP 
THECOND BRUDDER 
THE LEDGER
TRUSTYDREAM
*No mares bred in 1990.
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ARTSPLACE John Campbell
MISS EASY ■ • '• V V ^ohnQ u?«pbep>V
In harness racing, 
it all comes dow n  
to the
Breeders Crown.
The 1990 Breeders Crown Races 
At Pompano Harness Track
BY JEAN EMERSON
At Pom pano Harness on The outcome in this race resulted 
November 2nd the three year old from a speed duel to the ha lf by 
and aged divisions competed for the Carry The Message and Mr. Chin 
lucrative purses. when Crysta's Best (Crysta's Crown-
The first Crown race, the three Super Laure), after a break at the 
year old filly trot, for $378,933 went start, blew by the field coming to the 
to the favorite, Me Maggie (Prakas- wire to win by the hair on his nose in 
G rassbed) in 1:57.1 for Arden 2:01, teamed by the indefatible Dick 
Homestead Stables of New York. Richardson Jr.
The next race for Aged Trotting The Two Year Old Filly Pace, to 
Horses with a purse of $221,458 saw the relie f o f all, was won by the 
No Sex Please (Brisco Hanover-Gay favored M iss Easy (Am ity Chef- 
Ann Herbert), also a favorite, win in Pleasure Seeker) in in 1:54 again for 
1:55 for Ron Waples, Jr. of Ontario, the Guida family. The filly had the 
Canada. crowd speculating after making a
The mighty Peace Corp (Baltic break in a qualifier earlier. 
Speed-Worth Beein') blew the field A fter seeing Beach Towel's 
away in 1:54.2 in the Aged Mare performance earlier in the month it 
Trot for $203,458 after skipping in was hard to believe it could be 
from Europe and spending some eclipsed. The Two Year Old Pacing 
time in quarantine. Colt, Artsplace (Abercrombie-Miss
The Three Year Old Colt Trot Elvira) owned by George Segal and 
went to Lou Guida's Embassy Lobell Brian Manieson will have racing 
(Speedy Crown-Elmsford) in 1:56.4 pundits talking all winter. In winds 
with a purse o f $396,933. Jerry with gale force this colt left out with 
Riordan of Presque Isle trains this John Campbell driving to cut 
horse who was in the absence o f fractions of 26.2 - 53.2 - 1:23 for a 
Harmonious, the favorite in betting, track and world record mile in 
The Aged Mare Pace for $200,000 1:51.1. There were eleven 
had only five entries. C aesar's contenders for the $605,870, purse, 
Jackpot (Walton Hanover-Tracy's and the best horse won by eight 
Jackpot) retained her winning ways lengths! There is no way to 
for George Boychuk for a mile in recapture a moment like this on T.V., 
1:52.3. you have to be there. Better plan
In the Three Year Old Filly Pace now for next year - 2 and 3 year olds 
for $304,933, the heavily favored at Pompano and aged horses at the 
Town Pro (Big Towner-Programmed) Meadows in Pennsylvania, 
came out of the eight hole to win in Did You Know That...
1:54.4 for the Pro Group from  • Over 12,000 were in attendance 
Toronto. for the Novem ber 2nd Breeders
The only upset f  the entire series Crown at Pompano Park and 
came in the $273,458 Aged Horse approximately 8,000 people came on 
Pace when Bay's Fella (Brand New the 30th to see the two year old 
Fella-Basin Boy), a 69-1 shot, sat action. This totals 20,000 patrons 
behind the favored Topnotcher to who viewed the best in racing, 
win by a nose in 1:52.1 for the Par • The on track bet was $1,122,060 
Birdee Stable of New York, paying and sim ulcasting produced 
$140.60 to win. $2,174,508 making an aggregate of
The high point o f the evening $3,296,568 on November 2nd. The 
came in the final Crown race, the Breeders Crown races were even 
Three Year Old Colt Pace for beam ed by satellite  to Sweden 
$366,933. Beach Towel did not making this a truly international 
disappoint. The son of French Chef- event.
Sunburn cut the mile in 26.4 - 54.2 - • Beach Towel will stand at stud
1:23.4 with a final 1:51.2 for the at Walnridge Farm for the '91 season 
youthful owner Seth Rosenfeld. with Seth R osenfeld , m anaging
This is the first and possibly the the sta llion 's book for Uptown 
only time that all twelve Breeders Stable.
Crown events have been raced at the • The Par Birdie Stable consists 
same location. of 20 Buffalo, New York area golfers
The Crown races returned to who put up $600 each to purchase 
Pompano Harness on N ovem ber long shot Breeders Crown winner, 
30th to complete the Series with the Bay’s Fella.
four Two Year Old events. • Lou Guida has sold Embassy
The weather, although warm, was Lobell to Claude Guedj of France for 
extrem ely windy and observers $2.5 m illion. The son of Speedy 
noted that there would be no records Crown will race and eventually 
that evening. Time would prove stand at stud.
them wrong! • Now for real trivia ... of the 107
The first Crown race, the Two horses that participated in the 12 
Year Old Filly Trot with a purse of Breeders Crown races in November, 
$367,403, went to Jean Bi (Super a whopping 104 were bay or brown - 
Bowl-Jean's Gal) in 2:00.3 for the there was one chestnut (Miss Baltic), 
Biasuzzi Stable. one black (Alissas Beauty), and one
'* Next came £he Two Year Old grey (Skipp’s Schnoops) - npw how's 
TVolting'Colts racing for $3£>5*403. that, color buffs!
BEACH TOWEL Ray Remmen
PEACE CORPS Stig Johansson
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jStanley and Jody D ancer congratulate Norman W oolworth, the 
1990 recip ient o f  the prestigious Fred Van Lenep Award, p re ­
sented at the B reeders Crown Ball to this long-standing sup­
porter o f  the Standardbred sport/business.
Trainer/driver Pater B lood who started Deena and Gene Frost’s 
B old H erbert in  the C row n  con v erses  w ith  Tom G onsalves, 
ow ner o f  Nukes Image and Williamsburg One.
Pom pano P.R. man, Allan Finkelson and the inimitable George 
Steinbrenner, who is partner with Charlie Day on a num ber o f  
sales p u rch ases this year, d iscuss the B reeders C row n co n ­
tenders.
W ho’s w ho in harness ra c in g  jo in e d  fo rces  in the F ounders 
Room  at Pom pano previous to Breeders Crown post. (1 to r) Ed 
A le x a n d e r , A im e C h o q u e tte , A n d y  G ran t - H a m b le ton ia n  
D ire c to r , and  Tom  C h a rters  - B r e e d e rs  C row n  E x e c u tiv e  
Director. • •
Peter McCann, form erly o f Mass, and vdfe Gail o f  N.H. raced the 
trotter Arm bro Illiad in the first Breeders Crown o f the season 
and Carry The Message, tw o year old  by Royal Prestige, who 
placed, in the second Pom pano spectacular.
The Breeders Crown Ball at the M arriott H arbor Beach Resort 
saw su p p orters  led  by Ed and D eanna R u d n er co lle c t  ov er  
$50,000 for  Big Brothers/Big Sisters. Rudner is the sponsor o f  
Certified Vacations Breeders Crown events.
Del Miller was, as expected, on the scene to accept yet another 
trophy in the w inners circle. He is accom panied in the clu b­
house by R hode Island raconteur, Jim  Caffrey.
R oberta  and Gary Reyban and G loria  Lew is en joy  B reeders 
C row n festiv ities  d u rin g  the p re -p ost co ck ta il party  in the 
Founders R oom  at Pom pano. Their filly, Loosen Up, co-owned 
with Ralph & Ann Branca, Alan Kirschenbaum  and Gary Lewis 
finished a very respectable third in the two year old trot.
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Ye Ed greets Maine trainer/driver Polie Mallar and ow ner Dr. 
Jim Binette who were in town during the Crown to check train­
ing centers before preview ing Harrisburg.
New Pom pano arrivals, Bill and Martha Cass and trainer/driver 
Dave Ingraham , en joy  the festiv ities from  th eir table in the 
clubhouse.
R ick and Jill Tonali, in from  Lewiston, Maine enjoying the ra 
1— and clubhouse dining at Pom pano on Breeders Crown nigl
VTarilyn & Bill Connors en joy  the B reeders Crown Ball w ith 
lostess Dottie Haughton.
Donna and Bob D olloff made their annual trek south to enjoy 
the first Breeders Crown Series. They are faithful attendees 
who make plans well in advance.
j*
Mainers, Dana and Jean Childs and MHHA Executive Sec. Ken ] 
R onco with w ife Harriet attended the Breeders Crown races at 
Pom pano recently.
Tom and Gerry Callahan and their guest have an ideal spot in 
the clubhouse at Pom pano to view Breeders Crown racing._______
Bruce & Lisa Ranger attended the Breeders Crown Ball at the 
Marriott Hotel b en e fit in g  Big Brothers/Big Sisters.
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CAESAR'S JACKPOT gets some extra attention from George 
Boychuk these days; after winning in the Breeders Crown 
there's no limit to her favorite treat... watermelon.
Top Distaff Condender - 
Caesar’s Jackpot
BY JEAN EMERSON
This year our choice for top female 
goes to George Boychuk's four year 
old Breeders Crown winner, Caesar's 
Jackpot (Walton Hanover-Tracy's 
Jackpot) who annexed another mile 
in 1:52.3 and pushed her lifetime 
earnings to nearly $700,000.
It is hard to believe that this 
diminutive miss, who is a real lady 
around the barn, can be such a tiger 
on the racetrack.
Three previous races gave her the 
nod, in our opinion, for end of the 
year laurels. First was the Fillies & 
Mares Open at the Meadowlands 
when she set a new world record of 
1:51.2 on Hambletonian Day; second 
was her monster mile, a track record 
in 1:52.2, at Pompano on October 20; 
and third was the Invitational Pace 
at Pompano on October 27 when she 
raced the boys again, finishing a half 
length off Topnotcher in 1:52.2.
This is truly an equine Cinderella. 
The tale begins and ends in Boca 
Raton. Harold Schw artz, the 
breeder, consigned the yearling to 
the Kentucky Standardbred sale in 
1987. Ernie Hartman purchased the
bargain of the day for $7,000 and she 
started her career under the banner 
o f Palm Aire Stables with Abe 
Stoltzfus as trainer. At the end of 
her two year old season, George 
Boychuk of Coast to Coast Stable 
picked up one third interest in the 
filly for $55,000. He added another 
third for $25,000 during her three 
year old season and completed the 
total package early this year for 
$65,000.
The bay miss has won or placed 
37 times in 54 career starts, with 
over $800,000 in earnings - not a bad 
investment. This doesn't even take 
into consideration her value as a 
future broodmare. Her trainer, Mike 
Bouvrette, is to be commended as he 
has accomplished the task of keeping 
her healthy and sharp throughout a 
grueling campaign. Drivers Bill 
Fahy and Wally Hennessy can attest 
to her gameness and grit.
Now comes the big decision -  who 
gets the nod in the breeding shed. 
Guess after viewing the Breeders 
Crown we'd have to go with Beach 
Towel -  what do you think, George!
Gmry Ponziani, who bases at Scarborough Downs, has been vis­
iting Bruce & Lisa Ranger. Also Gary Sagris arrived recently to 
take a look at his stock in the Peter Blood stable; the horse jog­
ging by is April's Pride, owned by the Wisnowski's.
mmtmtmmmrnmmmmmm
Crowns Help Pompano Shine
It has been a seven-year 
association that has brought prestige 
and respect to both partners in the 
m arriage between the Breeders 
Crown and Pompano Harness Track.
As the dust has finally settled 
from the overwhelming performance 
by Artsplace in the $605,000 
Certified Vacations Breeders Crown 
Two-Year-Old Colt & Gelding Pace, 
the last o f the 12 cham pionship 
events to be contested at South 
Florida's Winter Capital of Harness 
Racing, the residual effects of the 
two cham pionship nights far 
surpasses the attendance and handle 
figures, which were in themselves 
gratifying.
The Certified Vacations Breeders 
Crown, which will return to 
Pompano Harness Track for the 
eighth consecutive year in 1991 with 
eight championship events for two 
and three-year-olds on October 25, 
has made a dramatic effect on the 
Florida sports scene and how 
harness racing is perceived in this 
arena.
The staging of Breeders Crown 
events at Pompano has been both a 
lightning rod to the media of South 
Florida who have fully grasped the 
meaning of our year-end divisional 
cham pionship events, and as a 
beacon of recognition  to 
governm ental and tourist 
developm ent agencies who have 
recognized the importance of this 
event to the general welfare o f 
Florida's Gold Coast.
BY JOE HARTMANN
more than a dozen new divisional 
records set for various ages, sexes 
and gaits -  all but two notched by 
horses who competed in the 1990 
Certified Vacations Breeders Crown 
Series.
In addition , Breeders Crown 
records were shattered in seven 
divisions and tied in an eighth and 
six world records were set during 
this same period of time.
It all adds up to a magnificent 
array of trotting and pacing talent 
that were on display for Broward 
County and the world to witness at 
Pompano Harness Track, due to the 
fact that the Hambletonian Society 
has seen fit to annually award the 
sport's most prestigious races to the 
track.
The 1990-91 season also saw 
Pompano H arness Track move 
toward greater communication with 
its fans. Through a team effort 
which included work by Pompano 
staff, members of the Race Track 
System staff of the United States 
Trotting Association and Pompano's 
program printers, Sullivan Brothers, 
a new and informative simplified 
program was introduced to fans in 
addition to the normal past 
performance program.
Designed to give fans, especially 
novice fans, a better grasp of the 
pertinent information contained in 
the racing lines, the new program 
has been a hit with new and old fans 
and is the stepping stone for further 
projects.
When the dust settled and the festivities completed the two 
most deserving of laurels were dedicated Crown worker Moira 
(Sullivan) Fanning and Pompano’s own Joe Hartmann. Hats off 
to these two -  they did a magnificent job.
But as much as the 31 Breeders 
Crown races held at Pompano 
Harness Track in the seven-year 
history of the series has helped 
center a state’s attention on its lone 
harness racing facility, it has also 
helped to produce some of the most 
memorable races in the nearly three 
decades of parimutuel racing in the 
Sunshine State.
C ertified Vacations Breeders 
Crown competition, and the tuneup 
racing that goes along with it, has 
helped to rew rite the Pompano 
Harness record book several times 
over.
In 1990 alone, the all-age track 
record at Pompano Harness was 
lowered three times in a five week 
period by Joseph Alflen’s Dare You 
To (1:54.4), Uptown Stable’s Beach 
Towel (1:51.2) and George Segal & 
Brian Monieson’s Artsplace (1:51.1) 
in either Breeders Crown cham­
pionship events or tuneup races 
immediately preceding the event.
In the furious assault o f the 
Pompano Track Record roster during 
the first 30 days of Pompano’s 1990- 
91 racing season, there have been
As its comfortable climate in the 
winter makes it a suitable place for 
the top horses and horsemen in the 
game to ready for another fall 
campaign, Pompano Harness will 
again play host to many o f the 
sport's major organizations over the 
next two months. H arness 
Horsemen's International. Harness 
Tracks of America and the North 
Am erican Harness P ublicists 
Association all again plan to meet in 
the Pompano area during the winter 
months.
Last season, Pompano Harness 
was the proud host to a landmark 
occasion when Delvin M iller, 
H arness Racing's Goodwill 
Ambassador, became the first known 
professional athlete ever to compete 
in eight d ifferent decades. The 
occasion was marked by a gala party 
for M iller and his fam ily and 
attended by notables from 
throughout the harness family.
Plans for the rest of the 1990-91 
season include a fan horse 
ownership promotion and a renewal 
o f Pompano’s popular "Parade of 
Champions."
Octoberfest Sale Results(New England Purchases)
October 7,1990
RAIN N PAIN b c (Distant Tunder-Tissa Hanover) $5,000
Gary Mosher, Oakland, ME
VETTE'S PET b c (B.G.’s Bunny-Spring Sensation) $2,700
Ken Anderson, Kingston, NH
WILDING b c (Forrest Skiper - Miss Joan) $8,000
Gary Mosher, Oakland, ME
CLOSE TO HOME b f  (Keystone Ore-Glad To Be Home) $1,000
Ed Stone, Charlotte, VT
IMA STAR RIDER b f  (Storm Damage-I’m Happy) $6,200
♦  James Mattison, Gansevoort, NYLOODSTOCK'S SEA b f  (Seahawk Hanover-Happy Julie) $6,200
Peter Vamvilis, Somers, Conn.
COASTAL LEEBROOK b c (Troublemaker-Sea Riddle) $1,000
Ed Stone, Charlotte, VT
WINGSWEPT b c (Forrest Skipper-Cool) $2,200
Joseph Smith, Sanford, ME
WORDS OF PRAISE ch f  (Praised Dignity-Royal Destiny) $3,200
Dale Anderson, South Walpole, MA
FALLSVIEW b f  (Joie De Vie-Courtland Crystal) $2,200
Ralph Foster, East Windsor, NJ
SHAWNA COLLINS b f  (Elitist-Jolly Rhea Revonaii) $2,500
Lewis Pletcher, Hillsboro, NH
PRECIOUS PROPERTY b f  (Precious Fella-Valuable Property) RNA
Harry Patten, Williamstown, ME
ASTRO SUGAR br f  (Astro Hill-Sweetheart Lobell) $9,200
Robert Tanbert, Wells, VT
LINDONS KODIAK b c (Trenton-Rifka Lee) $3,700
Three Meadows, East Lebanon, ME
BUNNIE MILLBANK b f  (Tucson Hanover-Nunny Bunnie) $3,500
Dana Childs, Sandi Childs, Portland, ME 
DEJA RUE b c (B.G.'s Bunny-Meadow Rue) $6,000
Debora Pinkney, Cream Ridge, NJ
DEBORAH AIR b c (Forrest Skipper-Port Gem) $2,200
Marvin Maker, Pemberton, NJ
ONLY BELIEVE br f  (Praised Dignity-East Nottingham) $3,200
Joseph Smith, Sanford, ME
HEDDA br f  (Incredible Nevele-Ailsa Hanover N) $2,200
Joseph Smith, Sanford, ME
SWEETEST REPLY b f  (Smartest Remark-Sunshine Comsilk) $1,100 
John Reslow, Billerila, MA
AVON JOYCE b f  (Secret Service-Happy Lass) $1,200
Stewart Schmidt, Ludlow, VT
October 14 1990
QUEEN FLYER b f  (Flying Bret-Embassy Queen) $ 1,100
J.C. Smith, Sanford, ME
SPARKLING YOUNG b f  (Diamond Exchange-Trillium Lobell) $2,500
Mary Johnson, Southington, CT
SQUARE DANCER b c (Pershing Square-Jolly Dancer) $1,400
Stan Whittemore, Cumberland, ME
HEY ABBOTT b c (Armbro Aussie-Meema Doll) $6,000
J.C. Smith, Sanford, ME
ARCHEOLOGIST br c (Dignatarian-Landslip) $2,900
John E. Stevens, Poultney, VT
ROCHO YOUNG b c (Baltic Speed-Rachel Stevens) $4,000
Dana Rabecki, Agent, Greenfield, MA)
ROCKVILLE SKIPPER b c (Forrest Skipper-Rockville Gloria) $1,400
Phil Currier, Chelmsford, MA
INDIANA SMITH br c (Forrest Skipper-Indian Anna) $5,500
J. Charles Smith, Sanford, ME
SUPERB PERFORMANCE b f  (B.G.’s Bunny-Glorious) $3,200
Marc Mosher, Agent, Auburn, ME
SEA TIME YOUNG b f  (Seahawk Hanover-Gaines Time) $3,000
Daniel H. Gaines, Hopewell. NJ
NO ESCORT b c (Escort-Cnebreta Rainbow) $1,900
J.C. Smith, Sanford, ME
IVA FRIEND b f  (Escort-Julianne Potaties) $2,000
Dana Childs & Sandi Childs, Portland, ME 
BUNNY SLIPPERS b f  (B.G.'s Bunny-Stonegate Spats) $2,100
Marc Mosher, Auburn, ME
YOUNG LUXURY b c (Smartest Remark-Luxuiry Hanover) $2,000
Brian Cross, Bennington, VT
Garden State Park Yearling Sale(New England Purchases)
October 28 1990
WHITELAND GREY ro f  (Laag-Coq Au Vin) $4,200
Susan Sangosuosso, Randolph, MA
FANTASTIC MINDALE b c (Praised Dignity-Forgotton Starlet) $5,700 
Richard Poillucci, Stoughton, MA
LUCYS JOY b f  (Direct Scooter-TYlers Joy) $1,600
D. Raymond & E. Knutsen, Rutland, VT 
DIRECT MELODY b f  (Direct Scooter-Regent) $ 10,000
Rjchard Poilluci, Stbughton, MA ' - ' ' * ‘ ' 7
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Catalogs will soon be 
available for
Garden State Standardbred 
Sales Company’s Eleventh 
Annual Winter Mixed Sale 
at The Meadowlands -  
’The World's Greatest 
Marketplace"
Sunday, January 20,1991
• Trotting Broodm ares
• Trotting-bred Foals o f 1990
• Stallion Shares
• Plus an outstanding group o f Top 
R acehorses
Monday, February 4,1991
• Over 220 R acehorses, m ost o f w hich  
w ill be currently racing
Monday, February 11,1991
• Pacing Broodm ares
• Pacing-bred Foals o f 1990
For your catalog call (914) 796-2420 or fax (914) 796-1652
m
EW TOLLY’S
GARDEN STATE STANDARDBRED SALES CO.
AT THE MEADOWLANDS
THE WORLDS GREATEST MARKETPLACE
> V ' A W t f  V .V V  y v » i  \  u ’l *  .  t  I  f  > *
i«se&3 Looking Out For The Horse Industry
Whether you’re involved for business or pleasure, 
the welfare o f your horses comes first. The 
professionals you call on daily provide help and 
guidance in your horse pursuits. There is one 
professional, however, that you may be overlooking.
The American Horse Council is at work for 
you every day, helping to solve problems that 
threaten your horses. Common problems 
begin on the local level; in stables, on the 
track and in your office. From local zoning 
and recreational issues to federal tax laws to 
health and regulatory concerns, AHC is 
there, working to inform, educate and unite 
the horse industry.
We keep you informed o f the latest 
developments in Congress and the federal 
agencies with our monthly AHC News and Tax Bulletin, 
Business Quarterly and other publications. We work with 
your state horse councils, breed registries and other major 
national organizations to coordinate the policies that will 
serve you best. AHC has a handle on issues affecting the 
horse industry and we make sure that Congress and the media 
know about the positive contributions o f horses.
AHC is a vital part o f your professional team, representing 
you and your horses where and when it counts
— looking out for the horse industry.
Please send the following:
I | Information on AHC Membership and the 
Horse Owners & Breeders Tax Manual.
□  Enclosed is $10.00 for a copy of the Horse
Industry Directory.
I I Enclosed is $4.00 for a copy of Tax Tips for 
Horse Owners.
□  Enclosed is $3.00 for a copy of Equine
Syndications & Partnerships.
American Horse Council HOOK Street,N.W.,#300 Washington D.C. 20006 (202)296-403
Name
Farm/Business
Address
What Am I Bid?
BY PHIL PINES
This has been the season for horse 
auctions. The crescendo of gavels 
slamming down on wooden blocks is 
being heard wherever
Standardbreds are raced or raised. 
More specifically it’s the yearling 
season — youngsters being led into 
tales rings, each of them looking as 
nf they had ju st stepped out of 
Elizabeth Arden’s. They appear so 
nice and prettied-up that even their 
mothers don’t recognize them.
Because there are more races for 
pacers at tracks around the 
continent, the majority of horses sold 
are pacing colts and fillies — two- 
thirds of them. Down in Lexington 
early in O ctober the Tattersalls 
earling sale emptied the pockets of 
orsey hopefuls. 527 young’uns 
paraded through the sales ring, 
costing their bidders a total o f 
$12,238,900. One filly, whose big 
daddy is Super Bowl, brought 
$250,000. (If your papa is famous, 
there’s a chance you’ll be famous, 
too. That’s why somebody will pay a 
lot of money for you -  assuming, of 
course, that you’re a horse.)
There’s an electricity at horse 
auctions. The air is charged with 
excitement, of hope for the future. 
This is where it can all begin. From 
auction blocks come the stars and 
failures of tomorrow. Only a small 
percentage of them will earn enough 
to pay for their keep. Some will 
never make it to the races.
But in the eyes of the auctioneer, 
all Standardbreds are wonders to 
behold. It is his job to convince the 
buyers to believe the same thing.
An auctioneer has to be some 
special kind o f person. He must 
possess a language flow which would 
cause Demosthenes to spit out his 
pebbles. He must be a showman, 
psychologist, a witty good-natured 
person. He must be an expert on 
pedigrees and stir up enough 
interest in a horse to even make the 
seller want to buy him back.
When one of the oldest auctions
-  the Old Glory Sales -  was in its 
infancy, just after the turn of the 
century, an auctioneer had to be the 
same kind of guy they are today: 
students of human nature. If they 
didn’t have a wooden hammer to 
beat a rata-tat-tat on a table top, 
they would use a rolled-up 
newspaper. The same audience 
make-ups were present then as they 
are today: m illionaire owners 
rubbing elbows with the swipes; 
famous trainer/drivers making bids 
for their first-time owners sitting 
fascinated beside them. And there 
was always one man, close to where 
the horses were led out, who would 
examine each of them critically and 
shake his head knowingly -  causing 
some tim id bidders to think 
something was wrong.
The habits and manners o f the 
bidders are standard. There is the 
foxy one who barely winks or moves 
his head for fear some one will see 
him and bid on his judgment; the 
bluffer, who quickly ana forcefully 
raises the bid, hoping to scare away 
the others; the tim id one, who 
hesitates for fear he may get stuck if 
he does bid, or, if he does not bid he 
may lose a good thing. Some bidders 
can be coaxed into bidding, others 
have to be backed up against a wall.
Then there’s always the drunk 
who happens to walk in and stands 
directly in front of the auctioneer. 
Back in 1903, down in Lexington 
when horses were bringing $200 
instead of $250,000, an estate was 
being auctioned off. Things were 
going quite well when in walked 
the drunk. As each horse was 
brought out the tipsy-one would hold 
up two fingers and call out, “Two 
dollars!”
He bid on every horse. “Two 
dollars!” Finally, the auctioneer 
halted the bidding, turned to the 
drunk and said: “We ain’t got no two- 
dollar horses!”
To which the drunk replied: “All 
right, then — gimme a beer.”
Brown, Pines Elected to
Writers
William F. Brown, Jr. and Philip A 
Pines have been elected to the 
Writers' Comer of the Hall of Fame 
in a vote of the membership of the 
United States harness W riters 
Association. The Writers' Corner, 
established in 1983, honors those 
who have made outstanding 
contributions to the coverage of 
harness racing through the written 
or broadcast media.
Brown, a resident of Batavia, New 
York, began his harness w riting 
career in 1947, turning out copy for 
Batavia Downs, where he became 
publicity director in 1954. He held 
that post for 15 years, and was 
publicity director for Buffalo 
Raceway for seven years, until 
becoming co-owner and manager of 
WBTA Radio. For 25 years, he has 
served as the executive secretary of 
the U.S. H arness W riters 
A ssociation. He was USHWA 
president in 1978 and 1979, won the 
USHWA Proximity Award in 1986, 
and was elected "Man o f the
’ Corner
Year," and "Communicator of the 
Year" for com m unity service in 
Batavia.
Pines, director of the Trotting 
Horse Museum in Goshen, New 
York, has been associated with that 
institution since its doors opened in 
1951. He is best known for his 
prolific writings on the history of the 
sport. His weekly new spaper 
colum n, On th e R ail, and radio 
program , The Great Am erican  
Pastime, have earned him numerous 
journalism  awards. He has also 
been honored with the "Golden Pen 
Award" by the North Am erican 
Harness Publicists Association, and 
been presented the "Service to 
Youth" award by the Harness Horse 
Youth Foundation.
The pair will be honored by the 
Harness W riters at their annual 
banquet, in April, and they will be 
formally inducted into the Writers' 
Corner o f the Hall o f Fame at 
ceremonies in Goshen, New York on 
' July 7, T99T.
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Equine Thermal Imaging
Problem spots are obvious with Thermal Imaging.
Equine Therm al Im aging is a service providing  
v e terin a ria n s, tra in e rs , and ow ners w ith  a fast  
inexpensive method of detecting oncoming lamenesses. 
It does so by therm ographically scanning the whole 
horse.
ETI uses an infrared heat detector made by Hughes 
Aircraft that is extremely accurate (to .1°C). You literally 
detect oncom ing chips, splints, strained suspensory, 
pulled muscles, bowed tendons, inflammed knees and 
hocks, unbalanced feet, gravel and much more.
Using ETI you can:
• Detect oncoming lameness before you have to stop and 
rehabilitate
• Eliminate diagnostic guesswork
• Find Primary & Secondary Problems all at once
• Eliminate unnecessary treatments and zero in on the actual 
problem
A scanning session generally takes 15 minutes and is 
tota lly  non in v a siv e . O n -screen  a n a ly sis , co lor  
photoprints and a report are included.
Find out w hy so m any top tra in ers in F lo rid a  
successfully use ETI’s service.
Call Chris Wood For Details and Scheduling 
Tel. 904-985-HEAT
Track Topics
The voters spoke on November 6, approve pari-m utuel racing, 
in no uncertain terms. Citizens in Loudon county, some 50
Ohioans, perhaps mindful of what m iles west o f W ashington, voted 
casinos have done to but not for 9,426 to 7,300 to approve betting at 
Atlantic City, resoundingly rejected Morven Park, now the site o f non­
developer Alan Spitzer's proposal to betting steeplechase meetings, and 
build a $450 million casino complex in Nelson county near 
on a 654-acre site on the shores of Charlottesville a 1,862 to 945 vote 
the Black River in Lorain. The vote approved betting there. Both votes 
was not close, as Ohioans opposed followed a referendum two years ago 
the idea 62.3% to 38.7%. that legalized pari-m utuels with
In Rhode Island, where United local option.
States Trotting Association board Tennessee, which legalized pari- 
chairm an Paul Fontaine and mutuel wagering three years ago, 
associates hoped to restore pari- saw a sixth local option county vote 
m utuel harness racing to New — and the third favorable one — as 
England by build ing a track in residents o f Trousdale county, 60 
Burrillville, near the Massachusetts, m iles northeast o f N ashville, 
border, voters said no by a 66-34 approved pari-m utuel w agering 
percentage margin. The measure 1,149 to 1,088.
faced an uphill battle after the In Colorado casino gam bling 
state's largest newspaper, the referenda were approved in Cripple 
Providence Journal, threw its weight Creek, Black hawk and Central City, 
against the proposal. Rhode In Nebraska a lottery referendum 
Islanders also said no to off-track went down to crushing defeat, 2 to 1, 
betting, 63% to 37%. and in Arkansas a lottery vote was
In other racing legislation, voters removed from the ballot after the 
in two V irginia counties took reported discovery of forged petition 
advantage of local option votes to signatures.
------ —------ NOTICE-----------------
It is important to submit all advertising copy and 
inform ational m aterial before the next com puter 
deadline.
Mail to: Jean Emerson
3150 No. Palm Aire Dr., #108 
Pompano Beach, FL 33069 
If you p refer to ca ll for ad in fo rm a tio n : 
(Before 9:00 a.m. or after 5:00 p.m.) Tel. 305-971-4867
i  —  Of/,', s s f  i f .  3« ' crieH. P . ' S . ' .  "  ”  / .
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Harrisburg Sale Results
(New England Purchases)
November 5,1990
HANSEL HANOVER br c (Tyler B.-Hilana Hanover) $ 10,500
Clayton Dickison, Agt., Debec, N.B., Canada 
KATZ HANOVER b c (Big TownerOKate S. Hanover) $52,000
Gail McCann, Groveport, OH
MUSETTE HANOVER b f  (Big Towner-Musical Hanover) $34,000
John Hogan, Pompano Beach, FL
PALETTE HANOVER b f  (Super Bowl-Palace Rose) $ 17,000
John Hogan, Pompano Beach, FL
ROUSER HANOVER b c (Tyler B.-Rouge Hanover) $27,000
James Doherty, Salem, NH
SWINGING HANOVER b c (Colt Fortysix-Sunray Mimi) $ 12,000
Germaine Binette, Biddeford, ME
November 6,1990
UNIFORM FASHION ch f  (Seahawk Hanover-Allwoods Rarest) $ 10,000
G. & M. Shubley, PeppereH, MA
SPY CHASER b c (Landsfide-Ata Alma B) $ 14,500
Craig J. Rancourt, Biddeford, ME
AUTOPACT b c (Amity Chef-Casino Star) $4,000
R. Hall, Groveton, NH
PRINCELY MIX b c (Landslide-Castleton Mix) $4,200
Andrew Guidette, Hampden, MA
DON’T TROUBLE ME b c (Troublemaker-Chirp To Me) $ 13,500
Bruce Patterson, Freehold, NJ
ROAD PRINCE b c (Meadow Road-Movie Queen) $3,700
Bruce Hadlock, Littleton, NH
KEYSTONE COBRA b c (Super Bowl-Queen Of Crowns) $ 185,000
Lindy Farms & Bill Perretti, Somersville, CT 
KEYSTONE SHAYNE b c (Big Towner-Keystone Shine) $ 14,000
Roland Mallar, Agt., Cumberland, ME 
ARBYS FINALE b f  (Nihilator-Ellice Hanover) $4,000
Bob Irving, Caribou, ME
FAST S COLLINS b c (Sir Taurus-Gaelic Countess) $25,000
Lindy Farms, Somersville, CT
SCOOTS HONOR b c (Direct Scooter-Lady Ashley) $35,000
James Doherty Stable, Inc., Biddeford, ME
November 7,1990
ANOTHER CAPER br g (Laag-Nectar Lobell) $ 14,000
Thomas Dillon, Anson, ME
KEYSTONE DANA b c (Defiant Yankee-Love and Divorce) $4,500
Nate Churchill, Agt., Windsor, ME
WHITELAND NERO b c (Nero-Special Love) $ 17,000
Peter Blood, Pompano Beach, FL 
SMASHING BLUE CHIP b f  (On The Road Again-
Starglow Almahurst) $13,000
Charles Connor, Agt., Durhamville, NY 
TRANSY b c (Forrest Skipper-Transition) $5,000
Forrest S. Stevens, Canaan, ME
DRENCHED b f  (Storm Damage-Valona Hanover) $9,000
H. Gartatzoghian, Worcester, MA
KATHY S COLLINS b f  (Sir Taurus-Vinassi) $20,000
George Shubley, Agt., Pepperell, MA
November 8,1990
MEADOW SPLENDOR b m (Big Towner-Truly Hanover) $6,500
Donald Irving, Trenton, FL 
MOMENTUM ALMAHURST b m (Falcon Almahurst-
Miss Dream Girl) $9,500
William W. Young, Hadley, MA
MORNING FLIGHT b m (Meadow Skipper-Parakeet) $8,000
William W. Young, Hadley, MA
POLENTA b m (Direct Scooter-Our Prize Linda) $600
Ellen Dickie, Shaftsbury, VT
TAMELLA b m (Tamerlane-Franella Hanover) $16,000
Peter McCann, KY
TURKEY TALK b m (Tamerlane-Colonial Charm) $7,500
Peter McCann, Groveport, OH
UNNAMED COLT b c (AIbert Albert-Demands Attention) $6,700
Donald Irving, Trenton, FL
UNNAMED COLT br c (AIbert AIbert-Somewhere In Time $9,500
Marsha Sugarman, Chestnut Hill, MA 
TAFFY ALMAHURST b m (Bret Hanover-Timely Dream) $14,000
Jim Marcus, Agt., Lewiston, ME
DAMASK HANOVER b m (Tyler B.-Duet) $17,000
Young Meadow Farm, Inc., Hadley, MA 
L A STARLET b m (Steady Star-Victory’s Jane) $6,000
Jeffrey D. Dow, Fairfield, ME
BARRIER BUTE b i (Armbro Aussie-Vema Rainbow) $4,000
Dirk Duncan, Mars Hill, ME
BRADASH VAGABOND b f  (Marauder-Happy Jo Jo) $500
Edwin Dickie, Shaftsbury, VT
WHITELAND FAMOUS b c (Forrest Skipper-Famous Lass Words) $4,000 
Jean Bryar, Meredith, NH
CAMSECO b g (Cam Fella-Boots Lobell) $3,000
James Mattison, Agt., Gansevoort, NY 
LINDWOOD SHERRY b f  (Nihilator-Sherry AImahurst) $6,500
Lawrence Burris, Westfield, MA
BILTMORES PRIDE b f  (J J’s Biltmore-Deb’s Sparkler) $1,600
Robert L. Blackman, Jr., Lewiston, ME
Kentucky Sales Results
(New England Purchases)
September 26,1990
HAWAIIAN HO b c (Super Bowl-Tova Lobell) $47,000
Lindy Farms of CT, Agt., Summersville, CT
ARMBRO KEROSENE g f  (No Nukes-Whata Lil) $50,000
Clearview Stable N.S., Woolworth, CT
SPEEDY CLARET b f  (Speedy Crown-Claret Lobell) $43,000
Malhana Farm, Inc., Newfane, VT
ARMBRO KHAN b c (Speedy Crown-Super Arrow) $95,000
Lindy Farms, Summersville, CT
September 27,1990
WATCH FOR b c (Mystic Park-Miss Flirt) $145,000g
Malhana Farm, Inc., Newfane, VT %
POINTLESS b c (Crowning Point-Chanelette) $80,000
Lindy’s Farm, Somersville, CT
September 29,1990
TIME RELEASE br f  (No Nukes-Dorothy Hanover) $50,000
Peter Blood, Agt., Pompano Beach, FL
DELIGHTOR br c (Nihilator-Rosebud Delight) $27,000
Thomas Dillon, Jr., Anson, ME
September 30,1990
WICOMICO’S QUEEN br f  (Sonsam-Wicomico Star) $9,000
William Young, Jr., Longmeadow, Mass.
DREAM STREET DUDE b c (Frugal Gourmet-Dream Lover) $45,000
Peter Blood for E&D Frost, Pompano Beach, FL
TABOR TIME b c (Tobor Lobell-Maryellen Lobell) $28,000
H. Zoldessy, Bell, FL
INDIGO GIRL b f  (Joie De Vie-Armbro Divine) $35,000
Lindy Farm, Somersville, CT
OVERHAND b f  (Crowning Point-Soft Stroke) $ 16,000
Lindy Farm, Somersville, CT
SMILIN ch f  (Crowning Point-Santa Rita) $ 10,000
Harry S. Patten, Williamstown, Mass.
BRIAN'S GOAL br c (Royce-Scuse Me) $ 10,000
Harry S. Patten, Williamstown, Mass.
PARADISE GREY g f  (Laag-Sherry Almahurst) $ 19,000
Harry S. Patten, Williamstown, MA
MARGARITA MISS b f  (Crowning Point-Santa Fe) $23,000
Lindy Farm, Somersville, CT
BLUES STREAK b c (Samadhi-Sparkling Silver) $ 13,000
Robert Prudenzano, Augusta, ME
STOP AND LISTEN b c (Forrest Skipper-Sweet Goddess) $15,000
Earl & Beatrice AIbee, Salem, NH
JO JO MARURI b c (Fortune Teller-Time for Patty) $ 16,000
Daniel Murray, Waldorf, MA
BOLD HOPE b c (Tyler B.-Fan Hanover) $76,000
R. Poillucci, Stoughton, MA
JANE ANN ALMAHURST b f  (Nihilator-Trudy T. Hanover) $42,000
Harvey Gold, Marlborough, CT
STIKUM TWO SETP b c (Slapstick-Veronica AImahurst) $11,000
P.E. Plante, Spofford, NH
ARNDON'S SISTER MEG b m (Arndon-Dauphine) $11,000
Gary D. Mosher, Westbury, NY
RONDO d c (Nero-Josie Hanover) $20,000
Peter Blood, Pompano Beach, FL
SAND IN MY SHOES b g (Striking Image-Precious Sands) $4,000
Cleo Mosher, Irasburg, VT
JAKE'S RETALIATION b g (T.V. Uankee-Gypsy Countess) $ 1,500
Peter Stratton, Mongaup Valley, NY
WHITELAND BREEZE b f  (Warm Breeze-Nashville I) $3,700
Peter Stratton, Mongaup Valley, NY
BLACK OIL bl f  (Oil Bumer-H.H. Labet) $5,000
Gary Mosher, Westbury, NY
GAELIC LOVER br f  (Skip By NightOLovely's Miss) $22,000
Frank Conlin, Milton, Ont., Canada
SAND PENNY BAKER b f  (Baker Field-Penny Pocket) $6,000
John Marshall, Glendale, RI
TUMULTUOUS PROMISE bl c (Ahlberg-Tempest Storm) $2,000
Lyn Kemma, So. Portland, ME
ARNWYN b g (Amdon-Star Lady Tad) $5,200
T.M. Burr. Portland. ME
Tattersalls Sale Results <
(New England Purchases)
RUBENESQUE b f  (Super Bowl-Consuela Lobell) $235,000
Tom Harmer, Agent, Pompano Beach
POWER PORTRAIT!) f  (Royal Prestige-Dominant) $14,000
Lindy Farms, Somers, CT
FALCON’S KARAT b f  (Falcon Seelster-Doyaluvme) $15,000
Tom Harmer, Agent, Pompano Beach
October 3,1990
PERSONAL THOUGHTS b f  (Super Bowl-Flory Messenger) $250,000
Tom Harmer, Agent, Pompano Beach
October 4 1990
DODGE b c (Meadow Road-Lynn Nan) $25,000
Clearview Stables, New Canaan, CT
FAKE LEFT b c (Cam Fella-Madam Madusa) $18,000
Marsha Sugarman, Brookline, MA
POINT CLEAR b c (Crowning Point-Miss Pitchfork) A. Chow, ME $18,000
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TRY’S IMAGE poses in the winner's circle at Sunshine Meadows 
with driver Bruce Ranger and owner Phil Mahaney, joined by 
friends and relatives.
TIKA CAN FLY, a two year old Longfella gelding, leads the 
parade to post for driver David Stratton. Owners are W. Strong, 
D. Carter and R. Duboff.
COOL FLYING FELLA, owned by Bucky Lacasse, is paraded to 
post with John Hogan driving the two year old colt, who went 
on to win later at Pompano in 1:57.
t.
COUNTESS MORKOWITZ completes pre-race warmups for 
Norma and Phil GoodeH at Sunshine Meadows. This division of 
three year old pacers went for $2,500.
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Walter Warrington, Executive D irector o f the Florida 
Horsemen's Association, enjoys Breeders Crown racing in the 
clubhouse with (left) John Pozar, Bureau Chief - Investigations 
and Van Jones (right), Director, Div. of Parimutuel Wagering - 
Florida.
Stakes Racing For 
Florida Eligibles
Each year there seems to be more arrived too late to participate this 
and more New Englanders with year.
young horses eligible to the Florida Florida eligible horses also are 
Sunshine Stakes. provided special races during each
A Florida-eligible is any horse meet with an added percentage to 
sired by a registered Florida stallion their purse.
or out of a mare foaling in Florida, In conjunction with the Sunshine 
proving that the mare is bred back to Stakes this year there was $15,000 
a Florida stallion the next season, in purse money made available for 
This allows for mares bred outside "The Long Fella Pace" by owner 
the state to foal in Florida and be Charlie Day to promote the stallion 
eligible to the Stakes. and his first crop. The final winner
These Stakes purses average was Henry Wardsworth (Long Fella- 
approxim ately $2,500 and are Skippy Kim) who paced in 1:56.3 at 
usually raced at Gil Crest Farm in Pompano Park.
Bell. Golden Cross Farm in Ocala, The Florida Breeders Stakes in 
Spring Garden Ranch in De Leon O ctober and N ovem ber also are 
Springs, Ben W hite Raceway in available to those who can qualify. 
Orlando, plus Sunshine Meadows This year the two year olds were as 
and Castietiny Farm in Delray follows:
Beach during Septem ber and Colt pacers: COCKTAIL TALK 
October. (Jamuga) 1:58.3, purse, $21,554;
This year Henry Zoldessy o f NICE FELLA (Long Fella) 1:58, 
Connecticut raced Viv G Leman purse $24,858.
(Lemans-Vivienne Green) who was Filly pacers: JESSE FRITZ (It's 
driven by M att Levesque Pans Fritz) 1:57.3, purse: $34,424. 
Demonia by Forrest Skipper and Trot for colts & fillies : 
Tika Even Fly by Longfella, all SEDUCTIVE LASS (T.V. Yankee) 
owned by Butcn Strong, Di Carter, 2:03, purse: $61,600.
Robert Duboff and is trained and Three year olds 
driven by Dave Stratton. Countess Colt pacers: FEEL THE HEAT 
Markowitz by Armbro Belmont is (Tyler's Brother) 1:57, purse: 
trained by Phil and Norma Goodell. $25,400; P.J.’S MUSIC MAN 
Bob Doherty trained Twice the (Signed N. Sealed) 1:56.4, purse: 
Quality (by Crysta's Crown) for Bob $25,400.
Lufts. Cool Flying Fella, a nice Filly pace: FRANK'S HAREM 
Longfella  colt owned by Bucky (Striking Image), purse: $24,400. 
Lacasse, was trained by Warren Trot for colts & fillies: COAST 
Harp and driven by John Hogan. EXPRESS (Fanny Lobell) 2:00.1, 
Trys Image owned by Phil Mahany purse: $55,515. 
and driven by Bruce Ranger, had an The Florida Stakes program  
extremely good season. Arnold Miles should be well received by the small 
who was eligible with the Maine- breeder regardless o f where he 
sired Terrise Ann by Springfest resides.
Jane Murray, director of the Maryland Sire Stakes program and 
Monticello's Larry Miller were in the area during the Breeders 
Crown for the annual Harness Race Secretaries meeting.
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Your Best Bet!
CYPRESS CREEK BEST WESTERN
Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
(Just a half mile from Pompano Harness) 
Decem ber Special -  $37^ per night
(Additional persons $5.00 each)
P ackage In clu d es: L u xu rious G uest R oom s, 
C om plim en tary C o n tin en ta l B reak fast & 
Newspaper. Pool, Jacuzzi & Fitness Center. Free 
Parking.
This Ad must be presented at check-in for special rates. Expires 
12/25/90, then price becomes $55.00.
(Each Best Western is Independently Owned & Operated)
Directions:
Exit - Cypress Creek Road (west) off 1-95.
Cross PowerUne Road - see Best Western on right.
999 West Cypress Creek Road, Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33309
Tel. 305-491-7666
— Attention! —
New England Horsemen
You have a friend in New Jersey.
Race Your Best Stock At Freehold, 
Yonkers or Even The Meadowlands ...
MEADOWS RUN 
FARM
(10 minutes from Freehold)
— Don Roy, Manager —
TeL 201-308-4283 or 201-780-7903
"Give it a shot -  come on down -  
youfU see the difference ..."
The Monthly Racing Report
BY JEAN EMERSON
This fall New Englanders have Landlord in and Casey drives, 
established themselves at many of Beerbreak, a son of Cuckoo Clock, 
the m ajor tracks in the nation, trained also by Leonard Leblanc and 
Listed are a few of those who have owned by Don Emond, has a win and 
had success recently. two seconds. Joe McCarthy owns
YONKERS RACEWAY and trains Cinder Dan, a recent ship
Peter Salley's First Class Bill has in from Saratoga. Steve Quinn has 
had a win and a second timed in had a recent win with Beaudiene 
1:58.2. Persuadable Too has a win Bolta for Courtside Stables.
November 23 in 2:00.2 with earnings My Bill Zak, owned by Chow & 
of $19,000 so far this year. Andy Sclar, has been driven recently by 
Card's Youngmaster has had four Gary Mosher. Bucky Lacassee had ^  
wins, the best in 1:58.1. Dick second with Repatriate on 11/28 witi^ 
Poilluci’s Bold Hope won on Dec. 1 Gary M osher driving. Ralph 
for Gary Mosher in 1:58.3 in the Anderson drives and trains Restart, 
Open Pace. a M iles End Steve colt, for Neil
Jane Ann Alm ahurst, Harvey Fontaine.
Gold's N ihilator filly, recently Jim Hardy, John Beckwith and 
shipped to this track after a win in Dick Howard have been shipping in 
1:58.1 at Freehold. Baystate, the from New England on a regular 
new Rochester Fair record holder, basis.
owned by Larry & Garry Burris, has MONTICELLO RACEWAY 
been very competitive at Yonkers W alter Lafreniere is racing 
this fall. Keewaydin Skip, bred by Flashback, in from Pocono, for the 
Hubert Barker, has had two wins in Golden Hoof Stable. Billy Parker, Jr. 
November with earnings of $56,000 qualified Fonzie Adios recently for 
this year. W alter Case, Jr. was Reggie Porter and had a win with 
second with Leonard LeBlanc's his Insanity.
Oxford Bomber in 2:01 on 12/5. Craig Mosher drives and trains
Stan Churchills' Gagner's Folly Penrod Hanover, a nice Tyler B. 
has shipped to Yonkers where he will Greg Bowden was down to drive 
be trained and driven by Craig New Joy, shipped in by Stan 
Mosher. Cool Fortune, owned, Whittemore from Maine. He also 
trained and driven by Gary Mosher, drives True Spirit for Ron Alexander, 
won a $12,500 claimer in 1:59.3 on Day Trade, a recent claim from 
11/28. Vernon, has won in 2:03 for Earl and
Owner/trainer Nick Mangiordi Pat McLaughlin. Their trainer Lee 
has shipped W ilco's Ego in from Blodgett has also had a good season 
Saratoga. Leonard Leblanc has with Natural Show, Armbro Derek 
shipped Ray Cam pbell's CC and Alvoc.
Campbell, O’Donnell and
Jenuine to Hall
John Campbell, Bill O'Donnell, dominated the money-won list from 
and Preston H. "Pres" Jenuine have 1981 to 1988, winning four titles and 
been elected to harness racing's fin ishing as runner-up to fellow  
Living Hall of Fame in a vote of the "Gold Dust Twin" John Campbell in 
membership of the United States four other years. In 1985, O'Donnell 
Harness Writers Association. They became he sport's first "Ten Million 
become the 49th, 50th, and 51st Dollar Man," earning $10,207,372. 
individuals to enter the shrine - In 1982 and 1984, he earned the title 
unquestionably the highest honor in of Driver of the Year. He also holds 
the sport. the distinction of winning the fastest
Campbell. 35, a native of London, race in history, a 1:49.6 effort with 
Ontario, is in the midst of a brilliant Nihilator in 1985. 
driving career which has led him to Jenuine has been associated with 
the pinnacle of his profession. While the sport for more than six decades, 
numbers alone do not always tell the The Illinois native helped form the 
story, Campbell's accomplishments Topline Circuit and Illinois Colt 
speak volumes. He has annexed 14 Stakes in 1932.
Breeders Crown Championships; Follow ing World War H, he 
won a record $90 m illion-plus in advanced through positions as a 
purses; has been atop the North racing official at tracks from coast to 
American moneywinning list eight coast. As a top official of Western 
times (including five straight); totals Harness Racing, which sponsored 
nine victories in Triple Crown meets at Santa Anita and Hollywood 
events, including three of the last Park, Jenuine brought top-class 
four H am bletonians; twice has racing to the west coast by 
earned Driver o f the Year honors establishing the American Classics 
(1983 and 1988); and has 5,120 and L.K. Shapiro Stakes. He 
career victories, seventh-best on the introduced new system s o f race 
all-time list. When inducted, on July classification and stake payment4 
7, 1991, he will become the youngest schedules, and was an innovator in 
individual to be enshrined, two the introduction of the plastic wheel 
months younger than the all-time disk - an advancement that brought 
dash-winning leader, Herve Filion, a much greater measure of safety to 
who was elevated to the Hall in the sport. Jenuine served as a
1975.
O’Donnell. 42, is the latest in a 
legion of horsemen who have come 
from  the sparsely-populated 
maritime region of Canada to star in 
the sport. The Springhill. Nova 
Scotia native, who has won 4,428
member of the Board of Directors of 
The United States Trotting 
Association from 1955 through 1984, 
and was USTA Treasurer from 1978 
through 1982.
The trio will be honored by the 
U.S. Harness Writers Association at
races and $71 million in purses, is its annual banquet in April, and will 
known as "Magic," and no more apt be formally inducted into the Living 
sobriquet could be found to describe Hall o f Fame at cerem onies in 
his skills. He, too, has won. Goshen, New York on July 7, 
important races by ******'
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USHWA (Monticello/Goshen) Awards Banquet
A crowd o f 389 turned out to 
honor New York State Racing and 
Wagering Board Chairman, Richard
F. Corbisiero, Jr., Jeana Yeager, 
Bartara Galbraith, Charles Knauss 
and all the other award winners 
when the M onticello-G oshen 
Chapter o f the U nited States 
Harness Writer s(USHWA) held their 
32 annual awards banquet at The 
Pines Hotel in South Fallsburg, NY 
on October 28.
. Chairman Corbisiero was 
presen ted  with the President's 
Leadership Award for his hard work 
integrity and accomplishments in 
behalf of racing. He was introduced 
by the Honorable Judge Lawrence 
Cooke, retired Chief Judge of the
N.Y.S Court of Appeals.
Jeana Yeager, who co-piloted the 
Voyager non-stop around the world 
in 1986, was presented with the 
Chapter's "Good Gal Award." Ms. 
Yeager, who is an avid am ateur 
harness driver, was introduced by 
last year's Good Guy Award winner 
and director of the Trotting Hall of 
Fame, Phil Pines.
Charles Knauss, the director of 
the N.Y.S. B reeding and 
Development Fund, received the 
Amy Bull C rist "D istinguished 
Service Award" for directing the 
Fund's continuous support to 
H istoric Track, whicn is a 
fundam ental part o f racing at 
Goshen these days. He was 
introduced by Mrs. Crist.
Barbara Galbraith was named 
Am ateur Driver o f the Year at 
Goshen having won the Billings and 
the all-lady drivers race there last 
summer. She was introduced by 
Historic Track's public chief, Sherry 
Skramstad.
Ken DeVaux, who has been 
driving ju st six m onths with 40 
winners in 168 starts, was presented 
with the Max A. Brewer Award for 
best young driver.
On the equine side, Hit Another 
One Stable's TJ Bret was named 
"Horse of the Year" at Monticello 
Raceway on the strength of 8 wins,
purses in excess of $25,000 and a 
record of 1:58 2/5.
Ampong was named 2-year-old 
trotter of the while Fulla Potholes 
was 2-year-old pacer of the year. 
Three year old trotter o f the year 
was Sandy Dollar while Apollo Pat 
was named 3 year old pacing filly. 
The 3-year-old pacing colt o f the 
season was Gold Mart, who set a 
1:57 track record for his age and gait 
in 1990.
Trotting awards went to Tiggy 
Winkle, aged trotting mare; Arno 
Green, claiming trotter of the year 
and to The L ittle Prince, aged 
trotting horse. The pacing-bred The 
Little Prince established a new track 
record for his age and gait with a 
2:00 victory this past summer.
Bay State Kate was named aged 
pacing mare of the year while Jon 
Von took home honors as best 
claim ing pacer during the 1990 
campaign. TJ Bret was also named 
aged pacer of the year.
Be Careful, a $1000 purchase last 
fall and winner of just 2 of 35 races 
in 1989, won the Comeback of the 
Year Award after earning a new 
lifetime record of 1:58 3/5, winning 8 
races and purses in excess o f 
$13,000.
A Special Achievement Award was 
presented to M arks Boy who is 
currently on a string o f seven 
consecutive victories. His fastest 
victory came in his last start, a 1:58 
2/5 effort by lllengths.
United States Congressman Ben 
Gilman made special presentations 
the Chairman Corbisiero, Charles 
Knauss, Jeana Yeager and Barbara 
Galbraith. He presented them with 
framed replicas of the Congressional 
Record in which their names,and the 
Chapter's Banquet,are included.
And finally, veteran horseman 
Victor Lutman, was honored by the 
M onticello Harness H orsem an's 
Association and presented with their 
"Man of the Year Award."
Track publicist and USHWA 
national president, John Manzi, 
served as master of ceremonies.
Meadowlands News
VOTERS APPROVE SUNDAY RACIN G  & 
CASINO SIM ULCASTING
New Jersey Sports and Exposition 
Authority President and C hief 
Executive Officer Robert E. Mulcahy 
III recently expressed his 
appreciation to New Jersey voters 
who cleared the way for Sunday 
racing and simulcasting to Atlantic 
City casinos when they approved two 
ballot questions on November 6.
With 93 per cent of the precincts 
reporting, Sunday racing was 
affirmed by a margin of 56 percent to 
,44 percent (803,291 yes vs. 655,856 
'no).
"We are deeply gratified by the 
support for the racing industry 
shown by the New Jersey voters," 
stated Mulcahy. The NJS&EA 
operates both the Meadowlands and 
Monmouth Park racetracks.
"A volatile  and sophisticated 
electorate was able yesterday to sift 
through many campaigns and many 
concerns to find the yes levers for 
questions two and three," Mulcahy 
said at a post-election  press 
briefing.
"I attribute the victory to the 
peoples' ability to focus on the clear 
message that Sunday racing and
casino simulcasting were questions 
of economic fairness, job protection 
and creation, and secondarily, a 
means of protecting New Jersey's 
precious green spaces.
"It is important to note that these 
initiatives are not a panacea for all 
the ills of racing," Mulcahy added. 
"They give us a good start. In 
practical terms, we will work with 
the other racetracks, the horsemen, 
the industry and the Racing 
Commission to implement Sunday 
racing."
While both the Meadowlands and 
Monmouth Park will request Sunday 
racing dates, the exact schedule has 
yet to be determined.
Simulcasting to the casinos will 
require negotiations and enabling 
legislation. "I am confident that a
Elan for simulcasting that is in the est interests of the Authority, the 
private racetracks and the industry 
as well as the casinos can and will be 
worked out," M ulcahy said. 
"Further speculation  on the 
particulars of such agreements and 
legislation  should await those 
Aegotiations.", < . ,
With 389 people in attendance for the annual awards, 
U.S.H.W.A.'s Earle Tunick and Earl Watson present the Aged 
Pacing Mare trophy for Bay State Kate to Dave McWhinnie and 
leading driver of the meet Billy Parker. Jr.
^  WRITERS ASSOCIATIONOOSHEN CHAPTER
(VERSA!
At the Monticello/USHWA Awards Banquet Phil Pines (far right) 
presents the plaque for Claiming Pacer of the Year - Jon Von, to 
Vermont owners Colen and Pat Mosher, driver/trainer Craig 
Mosher and Debbie Quinlan.
News From Vernon Downs
Several records were registered 
over the renowned three-quarter 
mile racing strip at Vernon Downs 
during the central New York harness 
track s 38th season that ended on 
Saturday night (Nov. 10).
Topping the list was a one-term 
high of 780 miles in two minutes or 
faster, a 16.1 percent increase over 
last year’s total of 672. Nearly 49 
percent of Vernon's 1,607 races were 
charted in this benchm ark time 
standard for harness racing 
excellence. It marks the 10th 
straight season that Vernon has 
showed an increase in this area, 
including a 524 percent hike since 
198 l's total of 125.
Track records on the pace were 
established by Ancient Rome (1:54.3 
for aged geldings); Anniecrombie 
(1:54.2 for aged mares); Friendly 
Trio (1:55.2 for 3-year-old geldings); 
Lexie (1:55 for 2-year-old fillies) and 
He’s Discreet as well as Cocktail 
Talk (1:55.1 for 2-year-old colts). 
Beecher's Brook inked a Vernon and 
world mark o f 1:26.4 for the 
infrequently used three-quarter mile 
distance.
The new est Vernon trotting 
standards were also logged at
seldom-used distances: Bay Pirate's 
2:16.2 performance at a mile-and-an- 
eighth, and W ayward Yankee's 
3:07.2 effort for a mile-and-a-half.
The largest middle Trifecta payoff 
at the Downs occurred on April 6 
when Bretta's Secret, Firelord and 
Cheer Fella combined for a return of 
$13,614. Ocala Dodger paid a record 
$159.20 for fin ish in g  second on 
October 24.
During Vernon’s 155-program  
campaign that extended from April 5 
through N ovem ber 10, 336,451 
people passed through the track’s 
turnstiles and wagered a total of 
$30,452,454, resulting in an average 
per captia of $90.51.
Vernon’s average daily attendance 
of 2,171 was up slightly over the 
previous year's, while its average 
daily handle of $196,467 was off less 
than a h a lf o f one percent from  
1989's figure.
Total off-track betting on Vernon's 
races came to $5,591,535, with the 
average program figure of $36,074 
up 2.8 percent over last year.
Vernon will begin simulcasting 
both the thoroughbred races from 
Aqueduct and the harness races 
from Yonkers on Saturday, Nov. 24.
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Seth Rosenfeld, owner, and Fred Carmody, groom of BEACH 
TOWEL, who is a cinch for ’Horse of the Year."
"Horse Of The Year" Beach Towel
BY BOB LOWELL
Caretaker Fred Carmody with the million dollar North America 
race fans crowding around, warned Cup Final at Greenwood. From that 
onlookers to beware of Beach Towel’s point the towel went to the paddock 
heels while walking the three year like a ritual, but Carmody confessed 
old sensation at the Little Brown to the Northeast Harness News, "I'm 
Jug. not real superstitious."
No one had to warn his on-track Bred by Stoner Creek farm, Beach 
opposition to beware. Beach Towel Towel was plucked from the 
spent the 1990 season showing his Tattersalls Sales in Lexington at 
heels to the top three year old colt what proved to be the bargain price 
pacers in hamessdom. Although he of $22,000 by Seth R osenfeld 's 
was not invincible, The French Chef Uptown Stable, 
colt cooked up plenty of support for The investment returned nearly 
"Horse Of The Year" honors with his half a million in Beach Towel's two 
resounding victory in the Breeder's year old season and reaped over $2 
Crown at Pompano. million this season.
Just mention the horse's name W hile the colt m issed a lot o f 
and Carmody beams. Taking over freshm an action because of an 
the colt following the Governor s Cup allergy, driver Ray Remmen realized 
last season, Carmody admits, "I've early on that he had som ething 
spoiled him, but he's not mean." special. Follow ing a baby race
Carmody, who knows Beach Towel victory, Remmen says, "At that point
like no one else, continues, "I don't I knew he was by far the best colt we 
get too far from his side." ever had."
In the bam, the colt receives top Trained by Larry Remmen, the 
quality care, but doesn 't need colt during the year had a routine of 
anything special according to rather "light training" according to 
Carmody. His legs get wrapped Carmody. The bay colt usually 
more from tradition than necessity worked out no faster than 2:25-2:20 
and he munches on straight oats and and generally warmed up for a race 
hay cubes with a bran mash at about the same. The Remmens and 
lunch time. Carmody reports that Carmody formed a formidable team 
he doesn't get any special vitamins, that kept Beach Towel in 
Like most o f the great ones, he championship mettle all season, 
does seem to have a personality that Beach Towel won the M iller 
says I'm someone special. Beach M em orial on May 12th and 
Towel seemed to soak up all the continued all season enduring the 
special notice he was getting from heat o f the top summer's stakes 
the public and it prompted Carmody action, right 'til November, 
to observe, "He’s a ham." W hile Carmody admitted that
Last winter Carmody purchased a they "m ade plans one race at a 
big beach towel for the purpose of time," their itinerary mapped out a 
taking to the beach. But one day destination to Pompano and the 
while looking for a rub cloth for the Breeder’s Crown, 
colt, his search ended with the beach Providence shined on Beach 
towel that was to becom e a Towel. He rolled through the racing 
trademark all season. Carmody season as the surf rolls 
routinely took it to the paddock relentlessly to the shore with good 
when the colt raced. fortune riding on each wave. And
The only time he didn't use it in "no one kicked sand on his beach 
the paddock, Beach Towel jumped in towel."
SEASON'S GREETINGS
From
'Ernie The Blacksmith"
M ay the N ew  Year B ring H ealth and H appiness! 
For Your Shoeing Needs Call: 207-282-3131
Harness Horse Youth News
Albert Adams Honored with 
1990 Service To Youth Award
The Harness Horse Youth 
Foundation is proud to announce 
that one of its own -  Albert Adams, 
who served four 3-year terms on the 
Foundation's Board o f Trustees 
before retiring in 1989 — will be the 
recipient o f the 1990 Service to 
Youth Award.
The award is made annually to a 
person who has shown a long-time 
dedication to helping young people 
get started and advance in any 
phase of harness racing.
Albert Adams, long associated 
with Almahurst Farm and now the 
proprietor of Winterwood Farm in 
Bellville, Ohio, was one of the most 
devoted Trustees ever to serve the 
Harness Horse Youth Foundation. 
He believes in the Foundation ’s 
goals -  to insure the future of our 
sport by seeing that there is a 
younger generation to carry it on -  
and ne backed up his belief with 
hard work.
He was a member of the HHYF 
Scholarship Committee, which every 
year has the difficult task of reading 
many applications from  college 
students preparing for a horse-
BY CHARLOTTE MAURER
related career and deciding which of 
them are deserving of financial aid.
In his home territory of 
Lexington, Adams was instrumental 
in starting and maintaining a 4-H 
Standardbred yearling project, in 
which carefully chose youngsters are 
provided with a yearling to raise 
and prepare for sale. This year, 
when auction time came, one of the 
yearlings brought $31,000, one-third 
of which goes to the 4-H member.
When it was time for H H Y F 's ^  
annual fund-ra ising auction of 
stallion services, A lbert Adams 
always made sure that Almahurst's 
fine stallions were included on the 
list of horses available for bidding.
Albert Adams of Almahurst -  the 
three A-words symbolized a Triple-A 
rating in harness racing, a bond you 
can depend on. Now that he is 
becom ing A lbert Adams of 
Winterwood, the gentle man from 
Canada will continue to exemplify 
the highest ideals of our sport. 
There is no doubt that his service to 
youth will continue.
The Service to Youth Award will 
be presented to Adams at the annual 
banquet of the Ohio Standardbred 
Breeders and Owners Association in 
January, 1991.
AHC Report
Standardbred
Breeder/O w ner Incentive Program  Paym ents 
in Pari-m utuel States: 1989
State
Breeder
Awards
Owner
Awards
Stallion
Owner
Awards
Restricted
purses
Reg.
Funding
Sires
California $121,000 $0 $29,000 $2,045,000 57
Florida* 118,457 43,201 0 597,094 81
Illinois 1,123,763 0 0 13,752,196 277
Iowa 2,274 20,116 0 20,800 49
Kentucky 0 0 0 843,557 63
Maine 0 0 0/ 427,662 96
Maryland 130,313 0 2,659 2,405,791 71
Mass. 0 0 0 6,000 7
Michigan 1,105,397 0 0 5,110,914 371
Missouri** 0 0 0 0 5
New Jersey 83,569 167,138 83,569 13,148,963 64
New York 715,000 0 0 9,007,275 246
Ohio 0 0 0 8,883,600 398
Pennsylvania 0 0 0 1,966,073 NR
MAINE STANDARDBRED 
BREEDERS & OWNERS 
ASSOCIATION
Annual Meeting & Awards Banquet^ 
Saturday, January 5,1991 
Ramada Inn, Lewiston, ME
(Exit 13, Maine Turnpike)
4:00 P.M. Business M eeting
5:00 P.M. Speaker - D enise M cNitt, D.V.M.
6:00 P.M. Social Hour
7:00 P.M. Dinner and Aw ards for Stakes Stars 
Dinner R eservations -  $12 per person
(Deadline for orders January 1st)
For Information Contact: Jean Childs, Ttel. (207) 854-2494 
350 E. Bridge Street • Westbrook, Maine 04092
Merry Christmas And Best 
W ishes For A  H appy New
V O  Q
Chet & Jean Emerson
As A Reader...
How can you help? Word of mouth is the best advertisement. Tell 
your friends and associates about Northeast Harness News. We 
need your support!
If you are an owner, give your trainer a gift subscription. If you 
area a trainer, be sure all your owners subscribe. Family members 
and friends like to keep up on the harness news... it's time for 
Christmas gift subscriptions. Send a check today!
This industry newspaper is the luxury everyone can afford.
"The gift that keeps on giving."
The Editor
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NORTHEAST HARNESS 
NEWS ...
The perfect Christmas gift for friends, 
relatives and patrons of harness racing.
| Subscribe T od ay ... $10.00 per year
For those interested in the Standardbred sport who enjoy updated 
! iniormation. this is your opportunity to tune in on all harness happenings 
I in the Northeastern sector. Ten informative issues per year:
Keep abreast of the racing community news for a reasonable fee. 
j Renewals and initial subscriptions will be welcomed immediately.
Make Checks Payable To: Northeast Harness News!
i New______ Renew_______Print Mailing Address CHECK NUM BER:-----------
I CHECK D A T E :-----------
Thanking One and A ll For The Continued  
Support o f N ortheast H arness New s!
| ADDRESS:
.ZIP:
j Return to: Jean Emerson, Editor, 456 Boom Rd., Saco, Maine 04072|
MAINE BREEDERS STAKES
STALLION REGISTRATION
DUE JANUARY 1 REGISTRATION FEE ... $100
MAINE HARNESS RACING COMMISSION RULE 1, SECTION 32, PARAGRAPH 5 requires in part, that 
U1 persons standing a stallion in Maine, register said stallion with the Commission prior January 1st of the 
ceding season,”
All colts eligible to the Maine Breeders Stakes races beginning as two year olds in 1986, and subsequent years, 
lust have been sired by a stallion registered with the Commission at the time of breeding.
A  $100 fee must accompany this application. Make checks payable to:
Maine State Harness Racing Commission, Statehouse Station 28, Augusta, Maine 04333
i------------------------------------------------------------ - i
I/WE HEREBY MAKE APPLICATION FOR STALLION REGISTRATION(S) TO THE M AINE  
STANDARDBRED BREEDERS STAKE, covering the breeding season ending July.
Name of Stallion____ _________________________________ __________________ Year Foaled----------------------------- ----------------
Sire__________________________ D a n u _________________________________ Standing At_______________________________
Name of Owner/Lessee. ____Address
I hereby certify the above stallion will stand the full season and will not be moved during the breeding 
season without written notification to the Maine Harness Racing Commission.
Owner/Lessee:
Address:
Telephone:
Date:
' ’ b u L' stk: Jtr-B Cm&xui, — .wjw* I > » ' * r > . • * i - 1 * I' j-% — — — -r t■*-^ *r*Tr*— v— —? «*- — — — —- — —
The Fabulous Fall...
FRYEBURG FAIR
k Wishes One and All...
A Very Merry Christmas
and a
Prosperous New Year"
We Welcome The 1991 Season 
With Racing As Usual... 
The First Week In October!
Season's Greetings' 
from the
HORSEMEN'S ASSOCIATION
NEW ENGLAND SULKY CHAMPIONSHIPStallion Registration Due January 1st. Fee $50.00
. „  . ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS:
1- Registered Stallion (Standing in any New England state 3-Yearling Nominations (Fee $25.00) May 15
RJ.-Ct.-Me.Vt.-N.H.-Ma.) 4-Two year old sustaining payment (Fee $100.00) March 15
2- Registered Mare (Sulky Championship Fee $15.00) Sept. 15 5-Three year old sustaining payment (Fee $200.00) Feb. 15
STALLION SIRE i t  DAM S T A T E  W H ERE STANDING
Make Checks payable to : N .E . Sulky Championship 
c /o  R o b o t Feriaad 
Box 7 f»
Berwick, M e. 03901
Signature, Address. Phase
Please inform your breeders of the Mare Registration: 
M ARES M UST BE REG ISTERED  YE AR  O F BR EED IN G
Stallion need not be registered with a Sire Stakes program beginning with the 1989 breeding season. 
Stallion must be nominated to N.E.S.C. This will make your foals eligible.
